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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
' "Q_ue sommes-nous -- D'ou venons-nous ' Ou allons-nous?" 
. Gaugin 
Today social workers are becoming increasingly aware of the im-
portance of cultural factors and their influence on the development of the 
individual personality. The recent findings of sociology and anthropology 
have not only expanded our knowledge but have given us a deeper aware-
ness of the individual and social behavior. 
Purpose . of Study 
The object of this paper is to study the reactions and adjustments 
of fourteen individuals as members of an Italian immigrant community 
within the larger American community. The writer has hoped that, by 
studying the reactions of a number of individuals who belong to a particu-
lar sub-cultural group within a larger community group, he might be able 
to draw the main outlines of the problem of second-generation adjustment 
to American mores. 
The following questions seem pertinent to carrying out this pur-
pose: 
1. Are these second-generation Americans having problems of ad-
justment because of their Italian-American background? 
2. In what areas of behavior or feeling do the second-generation 
Italian-Americans have problems? 
3. How have they attempted to handle these problems? 
4. In which of these areas do they feel that social work can be of 
help? 
The posing of these questions developed from two basic premises: 
1. The antagonism shown by members of a dominant culture toward 
members of a minority culture. 
2. The tenacity with which the foreign-born parents hold on to their 
old country ways and inculcate them into their children. 
From these two basic premises 1 we can assume that pressures 
from without the ethnic group seeking to exclude the second generation, 
and pressures from within seeking to keep them within the group, make it 
rather difficult for such individuals to divorce themselves from their 
parental culture {if they desire it) and be accepted by the dominant cul-
ture. These individuals, indeed, are living on the margin of two cultural 
worlds, in neither of which they feel quite at home. They may be termed 
marginal individuals. It is especially children of minorities that have 
been discriminated against who are marginal and who experience the inner 
conflicts that result from being in such a position. 1 In the course of the 
ensuing chapters, this assumption and general conclusions will· be further 
explored. 
Scope and Limitations 
Two groups of young adults were chosen, consisting of fourteen 
members, male and female equally divided, between the ages of eighteen 
and thirty-five. They were matched according to age, sex, education, and 
socio-economic background. Individuals within this age-span were chosen 
because it is generally agreed to be the time of life in which the individual 
struggles to make major adjustments "to the society outside the family" 
l. Roucek and Brown, One America, p. 476. 
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and because it was felt by the writer that a large number of the questions 
would not have been meaningful to a younger person. 
The writer is aware that this is neither a scientific nor a repre sen-
tative sample because of the selective and limited nature of the cases. It 
is, however, an intensive study of fourteen individuals. The findings will 
be limited to an analysis of the problems encountered by them and the 
ways in which they can be helped specifically. The writer feels, however, 
that the gener·alizations about these individuals may have some relevancy 
for other second-generation Italian-Americans of comparable experience 
and background. 
Another obvious limitation is the subjective nature of this study. 
Since it deals with questions of a rather personal and delicate nature, it 
would seem quite natural that those interviewed would be guarded in their 
responses. As a result their true feelings might have been kept hidden, 
although the writer felt the interviewees to be extra-ordinarily com-
municative. To some extent, then, the element of subjectivity, along with 
the writer's biases, may have crept into this study. Also the findings, 
however subjective, can be the basis for further research by others who 
may be interested in this field of inquiry. 
A further limiting factor results from the fact that the individuals 
of this study are all connected with the North End Union Settlement. From 
this one can readily assume that they have had more advantages than 
many other young adults in the area, such as educational, recreational, 
and occupational opportunities, as well as emotional security, that ac-
crue to individuals who are members of controlled and supervised activ-
ities within a neighbor hood agency. 
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It can also be assumed -- though this may not always prove to be 
true --that contact with the agency has provided a convenient bridge with 
which to reach, as well as be influenced and attracted to, the American. 
social and cultural environment. 
The Italians in the North End of Boston were chosen because 
l. The area is predominantly homogenenous, in that about 95 per 
cent of the population consists of Italian immigrants and their children. 
Further, the North End in terms of associations and structure is literally 
an Italian colony or a "little Italy", and as such it is distinctly different 
from the surrounding American community. 
2. It is possible to get the cooperation of the Settlement House, 
which was needed because of the personal nature of the study. 
3. The writer has always identified himself closely with Italians, 
thus making it comparatively easy for him to establish rapport and to get 
their confidence and cooperation. Being of second-generation Greek back-
ground, he grew up with them and is often taken for one. Having been 
long interested in the acculturative process, he chose to investigate an 
ethnic group distinct from his own, so as to minimize and prevent, as 
much as possible, his own feelings from influencing and distorting this 
study. 
Sources of Data 
In attempting to deal with the problems of adjustment by inter-
viewing a number of second-generation Italian-Americans in the North 
End of Boston, the writer has concentrated on individuals, male and 
female, who are connected, either as members or part-time workers, with 
the North End Settlement. All are residents of the North End. 
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These individuals were selected by the program director of the 
North End Union on the basis of their being willing to express themselves 
freely on such intimate and personal matters that relate to their ethnic 
background. 
Methods of Procedure 
The material for this study was obtained chiefly through the use of 
personal interviews, conducted informally with the fourteen persons be-
tween the months of October, 1953, and March 1954. These interviews 
varied in length: some averaged five hours in duration; some were as 
short as two hours; and a few were as long as seven hours. They were 
held prilrlarily at the North End Union. In the longer interviews, however, 
it became necessary to continue elsewhere, whenever and wherever it 
was convenient for the interviewee -- sometimes in a quiet corner of a 
restaurant, in the office or home of the interviewee, or on a park bench. 
In all instances, only the writer and interviewee were pre sent. 
A somewhat structured interview was used in order to obtain com-
parable information and give some uniformity to the results. Although 
certain fixed questions were posed, the writer would pursue whatever 
openings the interviewees would provide, so as to avoid a mechanical 
question-and-answer technique. Often the writer had to rephrase questions 
so they could be understood, and he allowed the interviewee the freedom 
to formulate his answers as he desired. Further supplementary questions 
were asked, based on the response of the interviewee, for the purpose of 
eliciting spontaneous responses and fuller information. The writer did 
as little talking as possible and recorded as the interviewee spoke. 
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In setting up the questionnaire, the writer has been guided by 
1. Reading widely in the field 
2. Consulting with his adviser at school 
3. Discussing frequently with second-generation Americans of dif-
ferent ethnic backgrounds their problems. 
A copy of the scheduled questions that were used as a guide appears 
in the Appendix. 
As basis for his interpretation of the data supplied by these fourteen 
individuals, the writer had many talks with others active in the North End. 
The editor of the Italian News, for example, gave a very clear picture of 
his conception of the nature and needs of the community. Various workers 
at the North End Union also supplied valuable background material. 
In further thinking over the implications of the data, the writer 
has read the principal published studies on the problems of Italian-
American cultural adjustment, such as Irvin L. Child, Italian or American 
{1943 ). Especially helpful in visualizing the North End situation is a 
lightly disguised study of the area brought out in 1943, William Foote 
Whyte's Street Corner Society. The Immediate historical perspective is 
supplied by this work; the more remote, in Walter I. Firey's Land Uses 
in Central Boston {1947), and J. Roucek and J. Francis Brown, One 
America {1948). Before proceeding to interpret the data, the writer has 
gone carefully through the relevant material already in print, as indicated 
more explicitly later on in the study. 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF THE AGENCY AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
It is the purpose of this chapter to provide a de scription of the back-
ground of the North End Union Settlement House and the historical and 
socio-economic setting within which it operates. 
The Agency 
The North End Union was founded as a Protestant Mission in 1892. 
It dropped its mission work and became a settlement house under the 
Benevolent Fraternity of Unitarian Churches, from which it receives an 
important amount of its funds, as well as from the Community Chest. Its 
work is entirely non- sectarian. As a settlement, its purpose is to serve 
all sects and all ages. In an earlier period it had an Americanization 
role; but today with the curtailment in immigration, this receives less 
emphasis. The problem today focuses around the fact that many younger 
people move out of the North End while many older people remain. The 
North End Union today is primarily for the people residing in the· North 
End who desire to maintain their unity and sense of self-identity, as well 
as for some of the younger people who wish to leave the area and be 
assimilated into the larger environment. Also, it functions to strengthen 
the resources within the community and to find other resources from 
without the community to aid in the solving of its problems. 
To a major degree its policies are determined by a board of direc-
tors, who are predominantly non-North-End and non-Catholic. Two mem-
bers out of a board of thirteen are of Italian Catholic background, and one 
of these is a resident of the North End. 
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The Union has a fairly constant staff. The head worker has been 
with the agency over twenty years; the assistant head worker, thirty-
three; and the program director, nine years. The background of the staff 
generally represents middle-class values and three major faiths: the 
head worker, Unitarian; the assistant head worker, Jewish; and the pro-
gram director 1 Roman Catholic. They all reside outside the North End 
although for many years previously the head worker lived in the area. 
There are also several part-time workers who are of Roman Catholic 
background and who reside in the neighborhood. 
The current function of the North End Union and the make -up of the 
board and staff are, it seem$ to the writer, in accord with the latest 
thinking in settlement philosophy regarding Americanization. This has 
been referred to by Herbert Bisno as "the policy of social integration, 
which underlies the function of most social agencies dealing with immi-
1 grants." 
An important feature of the Union's work is what might be re-
£erred to as "one-way adaptation". The agency relates youngsters to 
other segments of the community -- the larger community -- and exposes 
them to ideas and experiences different from those of their immigrant 
parents. Also, it is a force for outward and upward mobility by en-
couraging college education and work experiences outside the area. 
Object X of the North End Union's Annual Report describes this service 
of the Union to its members as one of 
providing activities in keeping with their new interests, 
abilities, and desires; offering opportunities for service 
1. Herbert Bisno, The Philosophy of Social Work, p. 20. 
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to others; encouraging th.em to bdng their out-of-the-
neighborhood friends here for social affairs; and by joining 
in inter-settlement activitie.s !here they may meet other 
similar-minded young people. 
The agency, however, is also concerned with maintaining the unity 
and identification of the inhabitants. The agency is integrated into com-
munity by virtue of its relationship to neighborhood adult leaders and 
groups, as well as the use of neighborhood leaders on the board and staff. 
It also makes available its rooms to many organizations and groups in 
the community. An example of nationality programming is the Grand-
mothers' Club, which meets every Monday evening. Very few of the 
grandmothers speak English. They meet to sing, dance, discuss, and put 
on plays -- all in the Italian language. In this way, the culture and folk-
ways of the peoples of the North End are maintained and perpetuated. 
Thus, this second function of the agency carries out its policy of ''two-
way adaptation" -- that is, intra- as well as extra-group activities.3 
Also as part of this policy, the Union helps 
to enlist the interest and support of other agencies ••. by 
interpreting the historical, ethnic, cultural, economic, 
educational, and political background of the neighborhood and 
the people now living there.4 
The Historical and Socio-Economic Setting 
The North End is an area bounded on the west by Washington 
Street North, on the north and east by Commercial Street, and on the 
south by Clinton and Blackstone Streets. 
2. Whys and Wherefores of North End Union (1951), p. 13. 
3. In the concluding chapter of this thesis, the writer discusses 
further the concept of "two-way adaptation". 
4. Whys and Wherefores of North End Union (1951), p. 10. 
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This area, which is adjacent .to the business and shopping district 
of Boston, is occupied predominantly by Italian immigrants and their 
children. It is a tightly knit ethnic group, geographically constricted, 
constituting the largest single concentration of Italians in Boston. The 
following statistical account is computed from the 1950 U. S. Census. 
a. Population Characteristics 
Although people have been continuously moving out of the area, the 
population from 1940-1950 has dropped only slightly. It is still a heavily 
concentrated area with a population of 16,772, ranking 48th out of 64 in 
Boston neighborhood comparisons. 5 It ranks 62nd in foreign- born white 
population, being exceeded by Franklin,· Park by only 2.4 per cent. Of 
the total population only 4,872 are foreign-born. These are parents and 
grandparents of the native white residents, the second and third genera-
tion Italians. 
The median school year completed by persons twenty-five years 
of age and over is 8.0. 
' The characteristics of the dwelling units compare unfavorably 
with those of other areas. As re·gards dwelling units which have no pri-
vate bath or running water or were dilapidated, the North End ranks the 
highest: 64th, with 78.9 per cent. In spite of the fact that the homes or 
tenements look physically dilapidated from the outside, however, the 
writer, from his investigations, has found that the interiors of these 
5. The lowest ranked number represents the most favorable 
conditions, and the highest ranked number represents the less favor-
able conditions. 
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tenements in the majority of instances, although crowded, are modestly 
furnished and clean. This is in the fine tradition of the Italian house-
wife, who keeps her home, however dilapidated in its external appearance, 
well ordered and spotless. A municipal bath house located in the area is 
used by those who have no bath tubs or showers. This constitutes about 
84 per cent of the population. It is extremely inconvenient as well as 
over-crowded. It is used by men, women, and children at different times 
and days in the week. 
Another indication of the crowded living conditions is the number 
of persons sleeping in one room. The North End in this respect ranks 
59th out of 64 in Boston neighborhood comparisons. The degree of 
' 
crowding is thus quite high. 
At one time, Firey points out, 6 "Medford seemed to have the 
greatest prestige value for Americanized Italians in the North End." 
Today the writer has discovered that such outlying districts as Medford 
and Somerville are no longer as attractive as they used to be, having 
themselves become congested, and unsuited for bringing up children, as 
well as unattractive for the more socially aspiring of the second genera-
tion. 
The medium rent is $21.49, which is just slightly above B-SA 
Census Tract, a destitute section in East Boston, which ranks the lowest 
with a median rent of $19.42. In income the area rates 50th out of 64, 
with a median income of $2,227. 
6. Walter Irving Firey, The Role of Social Values in Land Use 
Patterns of Central Boston (Thesis, Harvard Graduate School, Feb., 
1945), p. 324 
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b. The Health and Social Characteristics of the Area 
The area ranked 20th in infant mortality rates from 1947-1951, 
which places it favorably in the upper third of Boston neighborhoods. 
The pulmonary tuberculosis death rate for the area places it 30th, which 
is mid-way the rate being 29.8 as compared with 364.4 for the South Cove 
area of the South End. The new case rates in pulmonary tuberculosis 
put the area 31st, with a rate of 69.2, as compared with South Cove, which 
has a rate of 612.8. Another favorable social characteristic is the low 
juvenile delinquency rate. From 1948-1951, rates of boys' appearances 
in court (ages 7-16 years) per 1,000 population is 39.4 out of 111.6, which 
is the rate for the area designated on the census tract as Back of Beacon 
Hill. The rate of girls' appearances for the same ages and years is 4.5, 
as compared with a rate of 33.1 for Columbus -Massachusetts Avenue. 
The rate of total appearances is 21.3 as compared with 59.5 for Back 
of Beacon Hill. The North End ranks 51st out of 63 for rates in :juvenile 
delinquency 7 from the years 1948-1951. The Juvenile :delinquency rate 
for the North End is low as compared with other high ranking areas of 
Boston. Another statistical item that bears this out is the summary of 
juvenile complaints compiled by the Boston Juvenile Court in 1953 and 
1954. From 1953 the North End dropped from a total of 61 offenders 
(boys 51, girls 10) to 18 (boys 13, girls 5)? This is a fact with which 
the persons whom the writer interviewed are quite familiar. They at-
tributed the low rate to the solidarity of the home life and the warm and 
7. The Juvenile Court uses the legal definition of juvenile del-
inquency- a person who commits felonious acts or misdemeanors and 
whose age ranges from 7-17. 
8. From the Research Office of the Boston Juvenile Court. 
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affectionate family ties in the North End, as well as the friendly and close 
neighborhood relations. The home plays an intimate part in the life of 
the North End youth. It helps to cultivate positive moral values in the 
children, as well as raise the moral tone in the neighborhood. 
From the statistical account given above, it can be seen that the 
North End compares favorably with other Boston areas im such selected 
factors as juvenile delinquency, infantile mortality, a·nd pulmonary tuber-
culosis. In other characteristics; such as density of population, the 
nature and conditions of dwelling units, and factors of education, it com-
pares unfavorably. It is from this standpoint a physically deteriorated 
and congested residential area. This district has been referred to as 
"Boston's classic land of Poverty."9 One would surmise that these slum 
characteristics would prove a deterrent to living in the North End. This 
would be the case were it not for other favorable factors, social and 
psychological in nature, which offset the disadvantages resulting from 
living in such a physically deteriorated and congested area. Firey very 
shrewdly observes that "residence within the North End is a token of 
identification with Italian groups and of integration with Italian values." 
(Later on in the present chapter the writer will describe these groups and 
values in detail) These persons who most :(ully identify themselves with 
Italian patterns tend to remain in the North End in spite of the deteriorat-
ed, congested conditions that prevail there. Apparently the effect which 
attaches to "one's own kind" outweighs cognitive awareness of the slum's 
undesirability as a place in which to live." 10 
9. Robert A. Woods, Americans in Process, p. 5. 
10. Ibid., pp. 340-341. 
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Thus we can agree with Firey that residence within the North End 
is evidence of, as well as expression o~ identification with Italian groups 
and Italian values. However, even though "the area ••• has become a 
I 
symbol of Italian community solidarity," 11 there is considerable evidence 
for Firey' s further contention that 
these young migrants (second and third generation as contrasted to 
the older immigrant) are breaking away from the kinship and 
associational solidarities of the North End and are seeking identi-
fication with different American patterns. To them, residence in 
the North End is distasteful partly because of the intrinsic un...: 
de sir ability of the neighborhood, but primarily because of its status 
connotation_s. On the other hand, residence in the 'American' 
suburbs is viewed as a symbol of 'success•.l2 
In this connection, borrowing from Child's analysisl3, Firey dis-
cerns three broad reaction patterns in the younger generation. These 
are described as: (a) the in-group reaction; (b) the rebel reaction; and 
(c) the apathetic reaction; 
Those who fall into the first category have largely identified them-
selves with Italian groups and conform their personal aspirations 
with distinctly Italian prestige criteria. For them there is defined 
a life pattern that is almost wholly embraced within the family and 
the pae sani (people from the same town in Italy who have settled 
together in the North End). The'rebels ', on the other hand, in one 
degree or another repudiate Italian values and see:k identification 
with American groups. They stop turning over their earnings to 
their fathers, they adopt courtship and marriage patterns which 
are morally reprehensible by Italian norms, they seek companion-
ship outside the narrowly circumscribed family and paesani lines, 
and they develop occupational interests that are quite at variance 
with what their immigrant parents respect. 
Those second-generation Italians who adopt the apathetic reactions 
manifest typically neurotic tendencies, with considerable repression. 
11. Ibid., p. 32 7 
12. Ibid., p. 321-322 
13. Child, op. cit. passim, chs. 4-6 
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They avoid discussing their nationality and in other ways endeavor 
to retreat from a situation of conflict. Each of these reaction 
patterns has an appropriate significance for the maintenance of 
the Italian Community in the North End. The in-group reaction 
tends to perpetuate this identity; the rebel reaction tends to ob-
literate it, and the apathetic reaction tends to atomize u.l4 
Undoubtedly, the larger numbers of the younger generation fall into the 
rebel category, but the older immigrant Italians show persistently gen-
uine in-group feeling which is manifested in their participation in Italian 
organizations and other associational activities. In a later chapter on 
Ethnic Identity, the writer will discuss more specifically how the four-
teen who were interviewed may be classified in this respect. 
It is important to remember that the North End is 
the one distinctly Italian community of Boston. In it are to be found 
most of the associations which coordinate the specialized inter-
actions of Italians in the metropolitan area: Italian markets, Italian 
churches, Italian benevolent orders, Italian doctors and lawyers, 
etc. Ninety-four per cent of its foreign-born residents are of 
Italian origin, and · an overwhelming majority of its native-born 
residents have Italian antecedents. In a sense it constitutes a pop-
ulation reservoir from which Italians have overflowed into East 
Boston, the West End 1 East Cambridge, and various scattered clust-. 
ers throughout the towns of Revere, Everett, Medford and Somer-
ville.15 
The institutions in the North End are many and varied. All the 
major municipal services are found there - police, fire department, post 
office, etc. There are four Catholic and two Protestant churches, one 
library, two Catholic high schools, one for boys and one for girls, and 
several elementary schools parochial and public, two settlement houses 
and a few Catholic youth organizations and o'ne Protestant youth organi-
zation, as well as other health and welfare agencies. There are several 
14. Firey, op. cit., pp. 293-294 
15. Ibid., pp. 275-276 
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historical landmarks in the North End, prominent among which are Paul 
Revere's House and Statue, the Old North Church, Copps Hill Burial 
Ground, etc. There are three Italian newspapers printed and published 
in the area. Two are printed in Italian, La Notizia and La Gaz·etta, and 
one in English, The Italian News. The Italian News, printed since 1921 
and currently owned by a local politician who lives in the area, has the 
largest and most widespread circulation among the three newspapers 
serving the !tala-Americans w:ithin the area and the surrounding com-
munity. In a discussion with the editor, the writer was informed that the 
main objective of the newspaper is to serve the interests of the Italian-
Americans as a sub-cultural group within the American community. It 
serves to give them a greater sense of pride and a clearer and positive 
notion of belonging to an Italian group. This is done by the selecting of 
stories and the writing of editorials on !tala-Americans who have 
achieved fame and prominence in the American community. Besides the 
current achievements of some of its more pr:ominent members and their 
contribution to American society, the News reports on the splendid past 
and heritage of the Italian people, as well as emphasizing the virtues of 
their pre sent way of life. An editorial in the News eulogizes the "Italian 
Homelife" in the following terms: 
Amidst the turmoil of modernity and the wide chasm ever widen-
ing between the parents, the solidarity of the Italian family is a 
redeeming phenomenon. Loyalty, respect, and honor still hold the 
fort as the priceless ingredients of the family harmo~y in spite 
of the assaults of modern looseness and cynicism." 1 
In December of 1954, the Italian News began a series of weekly articles 
designed specifically to give accurate information about the life, insti-
16. The Italian News, February 4, 1944 p. 2. 
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tutions ;:t.nd activities in the North End. This measure was undertaken as 
an antidote to widespread misconceptions of life and living conditions 
in the area. 
Further, the News is a staunch defender of the rights of the Italian 
people and strongly editorializes agp.inst any attempt made to discredit 
or besmirch the character of the Italian people in the North End or else-
where. In the early part of June 1954, Universal International began to 
film scenes in the North End for their picture "Six Bridges to Cross", 
based on the famous Brinks' robbery. Many of the inhabitants were ' 
highly indignant at this attempt to portray the area as a slum conducive 
to adult crime and juvenile delinquency. The News editorialized; 
There is no question at all that the people of the North End are 
aroused over the attempt to falsely show the district as a slum 
area and a breeding ground for delinquency. Although it will not 
be mentioned by name, the North End, with its famous historic 
sites, will be easily recognized. And since the North End has 
become identified with !tala-American family life, this, coupled 
with the fact that the leading criminal character in the movie 
is portrayed as an Italian, takes the issues from within the dis-
trict and the city and places them in a national realm.l7 
c. History of North End 
A historieal account of the North End is essential if one is to ap-
pr.eciate how it came to be what it is today. Significant for the purposes 
of this study is an account of the different waves of immigration which 
not only drastically changed the ethnic composition of the people but was 
the source of inter-ethnic dissensions which lasted for over a half-
17. Ibid., June 4, 1954, p. l. The writer has described the Italian 
News at length because it is generally read by second and third generation 
Italian Americans; and one can assume it exerts-as has been stated-a 
certain influence on their thinking and attitude about their nationality. It 
is an important institution in the current history of the North E .nd. 
17 
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century and the effects of which can readily be seen in the North End 
today. 
From William Foote Whyte's account of racial tensions in the North 
End, 18 it is clear that the Irish were already settled when the Italians 
came; and they feared that the newcomers would compete with them econ-
omically. The Italians, on their side, were nearly all illiterate peasants, 
who knew only a few words of English, thus making it all the more dif-
ficult for them to become Americanized. 
The Genoese were the first Italians to come to the North End. They 
arrived about 1880 and settled together around Ferry Court, an Irish 
district off North Street. 19 At that time the area was already solidly 
built up, and housing was already short and labor very cheap. As soon 
as the Irish became aware of the Italians, their worries were increased 
lest the Italians lower the standard of living even more. It was true that 
the first Italians to arrive were "birds of passage:•20 and wanted to live 
as cheaply as they could and return home with the~r savings. As time 
went by, however, more and more Italians settled permanently and sent 
for their wives. 
The first generation Genoese kept mainly to themselves, but were 
obliged to compete for places to live and for jobs. Hence there were 
many street corner fights with the Irish neighbors. 
18. William F. Whyte, "Race Conflicts in the North End," New 
England Quarterly, December, 1939, p. 625. 
19. Ibid., p. 626. 
20. Walter Firey, "Land Use in Central Boston," Harvard 
Sociological Studies IV, p. 183. 
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One early genoese remembers when "it was dangerous for an Italian to 
venture outside the small settlement even during the day."21 It was also 
recalled that "in those early years the Genoese mothers accompanied 
their children to and from school to protect them from their Irish school-
mates."22 These early Genoese settlers, however, being few in number, 
were assimilated much more quickly than the later southern Italian 
immigrant (predominantly Sicilian) , who towards the end of the century 
came in much larger numbers and clashed more fiercely with the Irish. 
Nearly all "were illiterate peasants who possessed no skills and were 
easy prey for employment agents, loan sharks, and other exploiters. " 23 
Competition for jobs and homes became intensified as the Italians, 
increasing in number, we r e beginning to move up North Street to North 
Bennett Street on the Northwest side and to supplant the Irish south of 
them on North Street down to Cross Street. 24 Feelings ran high. At 
this time, the knife was introduced into street fighting by the southern 
Italians.25 Street fighting was confined merely to the "frontiers" where 
there was a question over the owner ship of streets or parts of streets. 
The last real street gang was the Irish gang of North and Com-
mercial Streets who controlled the waterfr ant until 1915.26 The Italians 
21. Whyte , OE· cit., p. 626. 
22. Ibid., p. 626. 
23. Firey, OE· cit., P· 183. 
24. Whyte, OE· cit., P· 627. 
25. Ibid., p. 629. 
26. Ibid. , p. 630. 
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did not take this threat passively, and it was about this time that Italian 
gangs began to use clubs rather than knives and take the offensive in 
Irish territory. Whyte has called this the "Americanization of the 
conflict. " 2 7 It was at this time that a great many Italians began to take 
an interest in boxing, and would often box under Irish names in order to 
be able to have a chance in the Irish-dominated ring. 28 
After the North and Commercial Street gang was run out of Italian 
"territory," gangs began to be organized with mixed racial groups; and 
the fights would often be inter-street and inter-sectional regardless of 
race. Neve:rthele ss, the fights involving the most intense feeling were 
the large rallies fought on both sectional and racial lines, sometimes in 
neutral territory, sometimes in a baseball park or at a baseball game 
between the North End, which was rapidly becoming Italian, and the Irish 
from Charlestown. 2 9 
After the Irish had moved out about 1915 to Charlestown and .else-
where, they and the Italians of the North End would continue to have fights 
in the middle of the bridge over the river separating the two areas. 30 
Since 1915 there have been no gang fights, except for small sporadic 
altercations among teen-age groups and individuals. 
In addition to a remnant of the old pattern among teen-age groups, 
the fighting over jobs began to spread into the sphere of political life 
27. ~., p. 632. 
28. Ibid., p. 634. 
29. Ibid., pp. 633-636 .. 
30. Ibid., p. 625. 
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and organized crime. The Irish were clearly in control of the jobs in 
both these spheres. Until 1915 the North End was in Ward 6, which was 
then completely controlled by the Irish. In 1918, the North End was 
redistributed and came under the control of the Hendricks Club (an 
Irish political organization). In the 1930's the Italians began to gain 
strength in the political area: in 1932, J. A. Langone, Jr., was elected 
State Senator; in 1934, Edward P. Bacigalupo, Representative. In 193 9, 
there accurred a split in the Hendricks Club, and Joseph Russo won the 
City Council Seat. 3l 
In organized crime, two of the most powerful groups controlling 
the liquor interests by 1930 were a group of NoT.th End Italians and a 
group of South Boston Irish. A shift in favor of the Italians occurred 
when they killed the leader of the Irish group because the Irish were 
hi-jacking their trucks. Although not in control of the "number pool 
racket," the Italiap.s had a strong £oothold.32 
These illegal activities of the 30's -- no longer prevalent-- have 
given the North End a "black-eye". Outsiders still think of the North End 
today in terms of_ the 30's and invariably confront each resident of the 
North End with this stereotype notion. The dramatic reporting by news-
paper helps perpetuate the stereotype and confirm in the minds of out-
siders the idea that the North End is filled with gangsters and crime. 
Distinctively Italian Factors in the Neighborhood 
At this juncture, reference should be made to factors that hindered 
the Italians' amalgamation with the American society around them. One 
31. Ibid., pp. 638-640. 
32. Ibid., pp. 640-641. 
2 1 
of these was, obviously, the language. This has proved to be a special 
barrier because of the ignorance of most of the Southern Italians, who 
constitute the largest group among the Italians in the North End (although 
there is still a small minority from Northern Italy). Many of these 
Southern Italians could nei~her read nor write their own language. Most 
of them spoke a dialect peculiar to their own village, and one which could 
not be understood by other Italians even though they may not have lived 
far apart from one another in Italy. This made for distrust between 
Italian groups, and a preoccupation with problems of amalgamation with 
other Italian groups rather than with Arrierican society. 
At the time of coming over, the Italians had no strong base on which 
to learn a new language, and they often found it hard to pronounce English. 
Also they were accustomed to using their whole body as they spoke, 
especially gesturing with their hands; this custom was ridiculed openly 
in the streets and in the school. Young Italians had a difficult time as 
they usually spoke Italian at home and did not have the practice other 
children had in speaking or reading English. Their names were often 
hard for teachers to pronounce, thus eliciting further ridicule: many 
Italians felt it necessary to Anglicize their names. All of this added 
further to their distress and delayed their assimilation into the American 
social system. 
Another factor -- and, by far, the strongest-- was the family 
structure. They have many traditions and customs built around the 
immediate family and the extended family • . These ties have always 
meant very much and continue to mean much to Italians. 
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This attitude toward the family is by far the more serious ob-
stacle to assimilation, for it serves to restrict the ltalo-American youth 
to the in-group. The census of 1930 indicates a high marriage-rate and 
birth-rate for Italians. These figures indicate that 56.78 per cent of all 
those above fifteen are married, as compared to 50.46 per cent for 
Boston as a whole. From the·se statistics it is further computed that 
there are 1.1 child per household, which ranks near the top for Boston.33 
Even those who do not marry "participate in well defined kinship organi-
zation built along consanguine lines, ,34 such as taking part in family 
parties, picnics, outings, regular visits to relatives, participation in 
nationality organizations, and the annual festivals. In the close-knit 
family, the eldest male is the titular head, and as such he expects and 
does wield a great deal of authority and commands much respect from 
other members of the family. Boys are expected to turn over their pay 
to their fathers when they earn their first money. Girls are expected 
to place a high value on virginity and making a home. When there is any 
question about this, the fathers often become most severe with their 
daughters and forbid them to leave home at ' night unaccompanied. 
Outside relationships -- that is, relationships with non-Italians 
are usually discouraged; and even after marriage many Italian girls will 
live with their immediate family or right next door or nearby. There are, 
of course, mariy exceptions to this; but it appears to be the general rule 
33. Firey, op. cit., pp. 184-185. 
34. Ibid., p. 185. 
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among many of the families. This must be understood against the back-
ground of local social life as lived by the parents in Italy. 
Recreation almost all takes place within the family groups, in con-
trast to the American way. There are family parties, and much visiting 
back and forth with children and grandchildren. Sometimes these family 
parties split up, with the men entertaining themselves in one way and the 
women another; but more often they stay in a family group. 
Other characteristics of the close family structure are the eating 
and drinking habits of the Italians. The Italians, in contrast to most 
Americans, rarely eat in restaurants. The home is all important in this 
matter. The children are encouraged to come home for meals together; 
late comers are discouraged. Whenever they do eat at restaurant.s, it is 
more likely that the whole family will be there to eat and drink together 
than just one or two of the members. Drinking (which is usually of 
wine) is done almost exclusively in the home. The writer has never en-
countered an instance of an Italian drunk in the streets of corners of the 
North End. 
It might at first be thought that, for the Italians, the Roman 
Catholic Church would be a powerful counteracting force against some of 
these tendencies to remain apart. The Church, however, has not in-
fluenced the Italians appreciably in this sphere. The situation has been 
thus described by Oscar Handlin: 
in the churches .•• the evidences of foreignness crowded in on them. 
Catholics mostly, the Italians found the Church already in existence 
in the cities to which they came. But the Church was not theirs. 
Built by other worshippers, the priests, the saints, the names, the 
very language was unfamiliar .•• The immigrants from Italy strug-
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gled to attain some elements of control that could enable them to 
rebuild the Church in the image of what they had known in the old 
country.35 
More influential upon the group activities of the Italians in the 
North End are the paesani, or groups consisting of people from the same 
town in Italy who have settled together and have formed mutual aid 
societies as a way of meeting the problems of insecurity and loneliness in 
the United States. There are many such societies in the North End today. 
The festa provides a special occasion for the reunion of the paesani. 
Each year during the summer months, they celebrate the annual festa 
of their patron saint, as was the custom in Italy. The festa is both a so-
cial and religious ceremony. The paesani gather to rejoice in feast, 
song, and dance. This is also the occasion for the commemoration of 
the patron saint. The statue of the saint is carried through the streets 
to the altar, and left there. Each mutual aid society and nationality 
organization has its own patron saint. These annual festival s give a 
sense of community solidarity and add color and richness to the social 
life of the people. 
Although the Church was different from what they had known in 
Italy and hence was not as influential, it did help, nevertheless, to 
strengthen the family structure rather than help in the process of 
A:Jnericanization. The Italians, who are mostly Catholic, have through 
their efforts acquired churches of their own. In the North End there are 
two distinctly Italian churches: the Church of the Sacred Heart in North 
Square and St. Leonard's of Port Maurice on Prince Street. Both these 
35. Oscar Handlin, The American People in the Twentieth 
Century, p. 59. 
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churches continue to use the Italian language in their activities as much 
as possible and sponsor Italian clubs. 36 The other Roman Catholic 
churches in the North End a;re Irish, and have not gained real support 
from the Italians. They are mostly attended by those of the second and 
third generation. 
In contrast to the strong family pattern wh,ich is present in the 
North End and is fostered by the paesani groups and to some extent by the 
Church, the second generation Italians have tended, according to Firey, 
to accept the American pattern of conjugal solidarity and its rela-
tive independence from the line of generation continuity in place 
of the paesani group and other strictly Italian associations and 
have tried to identify itself with uniquely urban groupings -- the 
occupational , fraternal, religious, and other such associations in 
which one's stafus is relatively independent of his family and other 
relationships. 3 
This pull away from the family has made for a great deal of conflict in 
the Italian-Americans of the second generation. Firey further points 
out: 
Criteria of personal evaluation have undergone an equal transfor-
mation. Where the immigrant Italian seeks prestige and respect 
in terms of his kinship and paesani affiliations, the second genera-
tion Italian seeks it in personal achievements particul arlg as 
objectified by money, a car, and a home in the suburbs.3 
Partly as a result of the interaction between these factors -- such 
as language, family structure, and church affiliations -- that hinder the 
amalgamation of the residents into American society with other factors 
operating upon the group from the larger American community, there is 
36. Firey, op. cit., p. 221. 
37. Ibid., p. 137. 
3 8. Ibid., p. 221. 
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constant change in the state of the North End cultural milieu. What may 
have been true of 1910, as has been seen, was not necessarily true of 1920, 
nor again of 1930. In 1943 William Foote Whyte brought out a study of 
the North End under the title Street Corner Society, in which certain 
problems peculiar to this area were formulated. According to Whyte, it 
is a slum district, in which social disorganization has advanced to the 
stage of creating sharp clashes between the standard of behavior expected 
of "corner boys" and "college boys., and between the pattern of first and 
second generation Americans -- a clash particularly~ disconcert~ng .he-
cause there are not even clear-cut or discernable trends within the 
opposed patterns. The problem of the North End, he says, "is not a lack 
of organization but a failure of its own social organization to mesh with 
the structure of the society around it." 3 9 Out of this chaos, according 
to Whyte, have emerged two incommensurable worlds -- one of business 
and Republican politics, the other of rackets and Democratic politics --
between which the young Italian-American, particularly of the second 
generation in this country, stands bewildered. Subsequent to Whyte's 
study, the building of a new highway through one edge of the district would 
seem, on the surface of the matter, to constrict the area still further 
and drive it in upon itself even more. In the light of the material in the 
present chapter, however, the picture presented by Whyte needs to be 
corrected if it is to represent the cultural situation in the North End 
today -- as it will perhaps have also to be in the light of the case material 
which serves as the basis of the ensuing chapter. 
39. William Foote Whyte, Street Corner Society, p. 293. 
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CHAPTER III 
INTRODUCTION TO CASE MATERIAL 
The Interviewees 
The number of per sons interviewed totaled fourteen and included · 
an equal number of both sexes. All were umnarried. The age span was 
from eighte·en to thirty-four. Of these, one was under twenty years, 
eleven were between twenty and thirty and two were in their early 
thirties. All, with the exception of one, had been members of the North 
End Union for over five years, and a few had been members for as long 
as fifteen and sixteen years. All were members of the Catholic Church 
and all except one (a girl) attended regularly. Of the fourteen, ten were 
the offspring of parents born in Italy. In the case of the four others (all 
female) only the father had been born in Italy. 
·As to the part of Italy from which the family originated, four came 
from the Northern part of Italy, one from Rome, five from the area of 
Naples, and the remaining four from Sici!y. 
Regarding the educational background of the interviewees, six had 
finished college; and of the six, four (one male and three female) were 
currently working for their M.A.'s. Two other females had finished high 
school and were now employed as secretaries. One male and one female 
had finished high school and had a few years' training in specialized 
fields. One other male was enrolled as a freshman at college and an-
other had had a year of college and was now employed as a shipping 
clerk. 
ZB 
As regards the factor of ethnicity, all lived with their parents in 
the North End. The language spoken in the home was as follows: in 
seven of the cases, both English and Italian were spoken, and in three of 
these cases Italian was spoken exclusively to the mother, who under-
. stood no English. In four other cases, Italian was spoken exclusively, 
except in one instance in which English was spoken among the children. 
In the remaining three cases, English was spoken, with occasional Italian. 
Seven sisters and nine brothers of those interviewed had married 
within the Italian group. In two cases, two of the sisters had married 
outside the group. Six of the cases reported no choice as yet of a marriage 
partner. 
Only three reported that relatives lived with them; in one case, a 
grandmother, in another, an uncleand a god-father (compare), and in the 
third, a married sister, husband, and three children: Four reported that 
cousins and other relatives lived nearby. The remaining seven reported 
having relatives living out of the area in nearby communities. Using as 
a :rough index of economic status the amount of rent paid, we find that in 
onJy four o£ the cases did the interviewees (parents) own their own homes. 
In three cases, the rent paid was over $40.00 a month and in the remain-
ing seven cases it was under $35.00 a month, one paying as low as $20.00 
a month. 
Parents of the Interviewees 
Data regarding parents can be summarized as follows: 
1. Age on arrival in U.S.: In seven cases, the fathers were over 
twenty years old when they arrived, and in the remaining seven, eighteen 
years old and under. Of these, two arrived at the age of eleven years. 
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As regards the mothers, four were over twenty years old on their ar-
rival and six, eighteen years and under~ The remaining four mothers 
were born in the U.S. 
2. Age now: Seven of the fathers were over sixty-five years of 
age (one being seventy-four); and of the rest under sixty-five; one was as 
young as forty-two. Of the mothers, four were sixty-five and over, and 
of the rest, one was as young as forty-two. 
3. Education: Eleven of the fathers and eleven of the mothers did 
not go beyond grammar school. Of these, two (a mother and father in 
the same family) had gone as high as the eighth grade, and in one case 
a mother had had no schooling at all. In the remaining three cases, three 
had completed high school (two fathers and Qne mother), .and of these a 
wife had completed one and a half years of college, and a husband had 
completed college. 
4. Occupation: Six of the fathers are employed in non-professional 
jobs such as; cobblers, laborers or caretakers. Four had their own 
business and four were employed as skilled workers, such as barbers or 
custom shoemakers. In only one instance did a mother work-- as a 
dressmaker. 
5. Ability to speak English: Eight of the fathers spoke English 
poorly, the balance spoke it fairly well, Five of the mothers spoke it 
poorly, and two others did not speak it at all; the rest spoke it well. 
The Community 
From the foregoing data, it is clear that the interviewees share 
with other second-generation residents in the North End the following 
ethnic features: 
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a. Membership and attendance in the Catholic Church. 
b. Residence in a predominantly Italian Community with parents 
and relatives in the home or nearby, and the use of the Italian language in 
the home. 
c. The limited educational background of the par~nts. 
d. The marriage of brothers and sisters to other individuals in the 
group. 
On the whole, the interviewees seem to be of a somewhat higher economic 
and educational level than the residents as a whole. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIENCES WITH AND EMOTIONAL REACTION TO PREJUDICE 
In the following chapters, four areas have been investigated to 
determine what problems of adjustment, if any, arise out of 
1. Experience with prejudice and discrimination. 
2. Emotional impact of these experiences. 
3. Relationship with family. 
4. Questions of ethnic identity. 
Experiences with Prejudice 
Incidents and feelings of prejudice or discrimination were ex-
perienced in different ways and varying degrees by the interviewees. 
Of the fourteen interviewed, three of the males and five of the 
females reported personal encounters with prejudice. Two males and 
one female learned of the existence of such prejudice from members of 
their own family, one of these males having also heard of similar ex-
periences undergone by his friends. The remaining two males and one 
female had not direct~y experienced any prejudice but were present when 
their friends or others of Italian descent were made the target of be-
littling and disparaging remarks, or when derogatory remarks were made 
but not directed against either themselves or any one present. The 
earliest age recorded for such incidents was nine, the average age was 
from sixteen to eighteen, and several between the ages of twenty to 
thirty-four. For some these experiences had been isolated or few and 
confined for the most part to the past; for others the experiences had 
been continuing ones, but for all, an awareness of discrimination emanat-
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ing from the fact of their residence in the North End neighborhood had 
been per sistent.l 
Ten of the interviewees had encountered prejudice at school --
some in grade school within the neighborhood (North End), some in high 
school, both within and without the North End (principally outside the 
North End) and some at the college level. Social and business prejudice 
have also been encountered: six had met it socially as well as at school, 
four at work and socially, one at work and at school, one socially, and 
two at school, at work and socially. One of these felt that there has been 
discrimination serious enough to amount to an obstacle to obtaining work, 
and another that advancement in work was hindered. 
Types of prejudices encountered in school consisted of being called 
such names as "guinea", "wop", and "dago" by fellow pupils. A working 
girl related that in her senior class in high school "I was called 'dago' by 
a girl; and while we were discussing different nationalities, she also 
called me a 'spaghetti bender t." Some interviewees felt that their 
teachers (in grade school in North End) did not like Italians and looked 
down on them. In grade schools some non-Italian teachers "made 
cracks at friends (Italians) reflecting on the fact that they were not true 
Americans or true citizens. This was about fifteen years ago," re-
ported a boy. One girl said, "A teacher, non-Italian, at grade school, 
said we had mothers who were block-heads and she also made fun of our 
1. It will be well to keep in mind a distinction between prejudice 
due to residence in an "Italian colony" regarded as having slum 
characteristics, and prejudice due to member ship in the ethnic 
Italian group, whether one lives in an Italian (foreign) colony or 
mixed neighborhood. 
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homes." Another working girl reported her teacher as saying that 
Italians were "ill-bred and rough in the North End." A working girl re-
ported that still another teacher had described the Italians as "selfish 
and inconsiderate." At work and in social life, similar instances of 
name-ca11ing occurred with mispronounciation and misspelling of names. 
Other derogatory remarks were levelled at the physical features of the 
neighborhood lived in, the personal characteristics of those living in it, 
and the type of activities reputedly carried on there. 
At work, one question put rather tauntingly by a fellow employee 
to one of the interviewees was: "How does it feel to come over from the 
old country and have a new car?" Another was told at work that he was 
remarkably "cold fish" whereas the expectation had been that Italians 
should be more emotional; and on a visit to a factory a similar attitude 
was revealed by a questioner who, noting that the interviewee didn't joke 
with girls, asked, "Why don't you flirt?" Still another subject who found 
difficulty in getting an interview for employment in the public school 
system was told by both Italian and non-Italian friends that the sch.ools 
were "controlled by Irish who did not like Italians"; but since some 
Italians had jobs in the schools, she was not sure what to think. One 
young woman told of having had her ears pierced, according to the Italian 
custom, when she was young and on first going to work was made fun of by 
a non-Italian because the gold knobs she was wearing made her look "like 
I just got off the boat." An Irish girl also .. kidded me because of the way 
I used my hands." 
Frequent incidents revealed the role played by prejudice in the so-
cial contacts of interviewees. One boy recalled that around the age of twelve 
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the Irish would come to the corner to fight. We fought at festas 
and on Columbus Day. We didn't want them at the parades because 
they would chase us in Char.le stown and on St. Patrick's day in 
South Boston. I was brought up to feel that ilf we went to South 
Boston or Charlestown we would clash with the Irish. When we went 
to South Boston they spotted us as Italians because of our dark 
complexion; we ran. At the Charlestown parade one fellow said, 
"Grab those guinea bastards." There was quite a few of them and 
only a few of us, we left. We never fought out of town. We were 
outnumbered. In the North End we would stay and fight; we fought 
with our fists. There is still some hatred and discrimination by 
the Irish against the Italians; they clash at the high school· games be-
tween East Boston and South Boston. The school said if there were 
another fight they would stop the games; this year {1953) there was 
no fight. 
Another reported that the Yankees won't let you buy land: 
My relatives bought land with a summer cottage {in a suburb of 
Boston) but they were not treated as neighbors by the Yankees; 
they kept aloof and remained superior, because our family spoke 
broken English. As a result, my relatives sold their summer 
cottage ana-moved away. 
From another source the writer learned that "people (Italians) have told 
me that they have been to Cape Cod '" This is considered a Yankee area, 
where no Italians, Jews, or dogs are allowed. I believe them." A work-
ing girl reported: 
The Irish criticize our food . . They think Italian girls get fat, sloppy, 
and lose their looks as they age. A Frenchman criticizes the 
Italians for having large families and a hot temper; whatever they 
have in their hands they let go. 
Illustrative of the prejudices connected with the type of neighbor-
hood lived in, interviewees variously reported having heard the North 
End referred to in such fashion as: "a slum area," "it•s crowded and 
it has miserable living conditions, it lacks toilet facilities," "a filthy 
place to live in," "people hang out windows and drop" things in the 
street." Personal characteristics of inhabitants had . ...been dubbed: "noisy 
and very demonstrative," "much illiteracy," "loud, not educated, speak 
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poor English,'' "speak with an accent," "lacking enough ambition to 
move out," "vulgar." 
One interviewee observed: "when I told people I was from the 
North End, they didn't believe me, as if they expected roughness or 
expected to see animals~" In much the same vein, another boy (college 
graduate) commented: "Most boys say, 'I'm from Boston,' because the 
name North End has a black eye, and it carries on today." Some of the 
girls interviewed recalled instances of fear on the part of girl friends 
that they would be molested by the boys from that section. One boy 
interviewed was told be different girls that they were surprised that he 
was from the North End because he didn't wear a "zoot suit, suede shoes, 
and didn't carry a knife in his pocket." 
Examples of prejudice stemming from activities regarded as in-
digenous may be seen in such comments as: "They say there is a crap 
game on every corner, and a card game in every house. There is much 
feeling about the mafia, people think it is the same way as when the 
mafia operated." "People speak of crime and riots." 
Our older sisters and brothers told us that if at dances we said 
we were from the North End people would feel we were trouble 
makers. Often we hear 'There are too many gangsters and boQkie s 
in the North End.' Two years ago there was a murder in the North 
End, and my girl friends refused to come for pizza any more. 
At this point, by way of briefly summarizing the material covered 
above, it is to be noted that individuals of both sexes were interviewed, 
but that there is little correlation between the sex of the person and the 
prejudice encountered. Some had direct, some only indirect experiences. 
The incidence and effect of prejudice varied with different age levels, at 
different times within the life of the per son, and in social, educational, 
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or occupational areas. Geographically, most of the recorded experiences 
of prejudice occurred in places outside the North End, with the excep-
tion of those that occurred in elementary and high school. The feeling 
that much discrimination in the past, and to a lesser degree in the 
pre sent, stemmed almost exclusively from the Irish -- a feeling accentu-
ated by living close to the Irish -- was most prevalent among the inter-
viewees. As to the Yankee, he was regarded as keeping himself aloof, 
but this was only as a part of his general aloofness from all minority 
groups. 
Two general types of prejudice stood out: one directed against 
membership in a minority group (Italian) as such, the other against 
residence in an area (North End) that was thought of c;~.s having "unsavory 
characteristics ... Thu.s, the individual was apt to feel at a double dis-
advantage by the operation of these two types of the same time -- the 
minority membership and the North End prejudices often bearing down 
on him together, though the former was less prevalent than the latter. 
:rlre"North End., prejudice, however, was one universally and continually 
encountered; and all cases showed an awareness of discrimination due 
to their residence in the North End. 
In summary of the interviewees' experience with prejudice, two 
ways of considering it appear: one in terms of whether it was encountered 
in school, at work, or socially; the other in terms of whether it related 
to personal characteristics, the ethnic group as a whole, or the place of 
residence. So far as the first set of categories --the life situation in 
which prejudice was encountered -- is concerned, a surprisingly large 
number, ten, encountered it at school as well as in other situations. 
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The combination of situations can be gathered from the incidence of cases 
in following list: 
school and society 
school and work •• 
work and society • 
society . ...... . 
school, work, and society •• 
6 
J 
4 
1 
2 
So far as the second set of categories -- the origin of the discriminatory 
remarks -- is concerned, there is somewhat more equable distribution: 
twelve mentioned specifically prejudice against personal characteristics, 
nine prejudice against the ethnic group, and nine prejudice against the 
place of residence. The idea conveyed by the numerical distribution 
within these categories, however, is somewhat misleading because of the 
feeling of the interviewees' that the prejudice against the ethnic group 
was more a matter of the past whereas that against the place of resi-
dence was constant. 
Emot:i.onal Reaction to Prejudice 
The experiences of prejudice and discrimination had a very dif-
ferent effect upon the emotions, attitudes, and behavior of these individuals. 
First what might be termed the more typical reactions will be sum-
marized, and then certain unique reactions will be examined in more de-
tail. The primary approach in all this data is in terms of the inter-
viewee's formulation of his own experience. From a larger sociological 
point of view, many of his reactions exemplify a tendency not uncommon 
in minority groups -- to develop and hold on to prejudices toward an-
other group -- in this case, the Irish. 
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In ten individuals (six boys and four girls) the epithets "guinea", 
"wop", "spaghetti bender" brought forth varying reactions, from feel-
ing hurt resentful and angry through feelings of being irked, of hatred 
and of revenge. The behavior called forth by such epithets varied with 
the individuals concerned. All four girls were angered, one feeling also 
hurt, .another feeling inferior; some of the six boys felt an impulse to 
fight or to make threats, and some engaged in actual fisticuffs or gang 
fights, while others felt anger, which was sometimes suppressed and 
sometimes expressed in terms of heated argument with the offender, 
and finally some avoided conflict by ignoring the offender, especially 
when the latter was drunk, or by speaking only with a view t0 correct-
ing the offender's impressions. One of the four girls said that under 
these cercumstances she becomes quite angry, argues back, "gives them 
a bit of their own medicine" and retaliates by an exchange of epithets 
and adds that "Italians civilized the world." On occasion her reaction 
was so strop:g as to cause her to throw any object she may have in her 
hand at the person responsible for the insult. Another girl felt a strong 
impulse to hit but simply left the room instead. One girl argued back, and 
the remaining one felt it not worthwhile to do so, but simply ignored 
the epithet. The latter's sensitivity to such e x periences had lessened with 
the passing of time, so that she now simply shunned people who showed 
prejudice against her. 
In the remaining four cases, as well as in the ten which have just 
been briefly characterized, there are certain aspects and incidents ·so 
unique as not to lend themselves readily to classification or comparison 
with one another. Therefore they will be discus sed individually and in 
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more detail. The following examples are selected to illustrate some of 
the unique features involved. 
A twenty-four year old boy's pride and anger were both aroused 
by an Italian girl's remark that she would not go out with an Italian 
because he was "greasy" looking. He was ashamed of her and felt like 
wringing her neck. Had she been a boy, he would have had a fight with 
her. A college graduate in his early thirties stated, 
I am proud of my name, it is a perfect Latin word. People would 
often misspell and mispronounce my name; some have made fun of 
it; but in high school, boys that I was not on good terms with 
wouldn't dare ride me. I kept away from company I didn't like. I 
am proud of my nationality and I want others to be proud. I have 
no respect for Italians who change their names; quite a few have 
done this because they feel it is a handicap. 
A stronger reaction to name-changing appeared in the case of a boy in 
his late twenties who attended trade school -- a feeling of positive an-
imosity. His view was: 
They should stick up for and defend their race. Professional 
people who change their names do it to get ahead and are deserting 
the Italian people. They should be proud of their name and not 
ashamed of it. The changing of names would take away the achieve-
ment of the Italian people. Italians brought up their children and 
had to struggl e, and this achievement would be lost to both their 
children and others were the names to be changed. 
Experiences encountered while seeking employment brought this 
comment from a thirty-four old training-college graduate nurse, "Since 
I discovered there was some feeling against Italians, I have refused to 
put down my nationality on an application blank." She said that whenever 
she is asked in an interview what her nationality is she answers: Ame.rican 
She felt that a per son's nationality was not important and explained that 
"if a person can qualify for a job that is what is important, not his nation-
ality. I want to be accepted for my qualifications and not rejected for my 
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nationality." A twenty-three year old girl who felt anxiety about being 
accepted socially and at work analyzed her situation in these words: "I 
feel self-concious about my speech and manners. I take courses in 
English to improve my speech and to overcome my uneasiness -about be-
ing accepted as an equal because of my ltalia.n background." She felt 
that certain people looked down on Italians because of peculiarities in 
their speech, dress and manner, and went on to say, 
When I was younger I felt uneasy, ashamed and inferior and wished 
my name were not Italian. E used to like plain names like 'Jane' be-
cause they were not Italian-sounding. I wanted to eliminate the 
vowel-ending in my name. This was common among my generation 
at the age of ten to twelve, but now I love the Italian names because 
they are so musical. 
When the interviewees were questioned as to what extent they felt 
that the existence of prejudice constituted a problem today, two boys and 
one of the girls expressed the opinion that prejudices were diminishing. 
One boy and one girl reported that they had outgrown earlier notions as to 
prejudice. Two boys and one girl felt that there was very little dis-
crimination and prejudice. One boy and two girls felt that there was con-
siderable discrimination, but that it did not cause them much disadvantage. 
One boy said that he noted a tendency to stereotype Italians, but that 
individuals who do not come within the stereotype are readily accepted. 
One of the girls found prejudice only in the field of employment. Finally 
one girl was of the opinion that prejudice might create difficulties for or 
cause discrimination against many second-generation Italians, but she said 
that she herself had had no personal experience of prejudice. In two of the 
above cases, one boy and one girl who met with little or no prejudice said 
that they had been treated as superior because of their Italian background. 
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Some interviewees asserted that prejudice survived most con-
sistently and strongly among the Yankees, whereas the prejudice of the 
Irish had diminished because the second-generation Italian spoke better 
English. One interviewee remarked, "The Yanks today show more pre-
judice than the Irish; they act haughty and snobbish; and although ac-
ceptipg the second-generation they feel snobbish and superior." A 
somewhat different view was expressed by another as follows, "The 
Yankees in business show prejudice toward all non- Yankees since they 
are the oldest group here -- they lump the Greeks, Poles, and Italians 
together." Another interviewee suggested that businessmen had become 
more impartial and that unions had been breaking down pr~judice. Other 
interviewees said that their impressions of the existence of prejudice 
had .undergone alteration as they grew older and widened their social ed-
ucational horizons. Most of the interviewees seemed to feel that they are 
not especially placed at a disadvantage by such prejudice as exists today, 
because many Italians have made considerable social progress and many 
people have come to see the second-generation Italian as an individual 
rather than think of him as a stereotype. A further comment accounting 
for diminishing difficulties was: "People are coming to realize we are 
all one nation." As an indication of continuing prejudice, a couple of the 
interviewees pointed to the fact that they knew of instances where some 
Italians of the second-generation had thought of modifying their names by 
dropping the final "e" so as to escape the prejudice. Of the two people 
who reported being treated as superior because of their Italian back-
ground, one said, "Spanish high school teacher praised Italians for get-
ting drunk in their own home while the Irish do so in the streets· -- also 
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the teacher liked the language." The other reported that her being of 
Italian extraction was of distinct advantage to her as it helped her "in 
meeting people interested in the fine arts, South American students, and 
students from Italy." One interviewee expressed the view that "as the 
social ladder rises prejudice sharpens, but I don't feel seriously dis-
advantaged except by the Irish and the Yankees. Also there is consider-
able political promotion of the Irish by the Irish." Discrimination en-
countered in the field of employment brought forth~the statement, "The 
schools are very much under Irish control." One girl pointed out that 
perpetuat~cin of prejudice occurs in radio and television portrayals of 
Italians as bad. 
The experiences undergone by the persons interviewed had sig-
nificant effects on their attitudes. These attitudes were more or less 
individualized in each case, but all emphasized the American ideal of 
equality. A few quotations from six of the cases will serve to illustrate 
this • . A twenty-year old boy who had one year of college expressed his 
views in the following way: 
I never felt inferior, I feel proud of my race. We excel in music, 
all types o£ music. In baseball, Dimaggio is as good as anyone I 
ever saw. One of the key men in the production of the atomic bomb 
is an Italian. American law today is based on Roman law. In re-
ligion we always had the Pope in Italy •..• I didn't drop my Irish 
f-riends when ,somebody Irish insulted me. I feel I may run into 
people who will discriminate, but this has quieted down. I try to 
keep away from bad chara.cters, but anyone with half a brain -. 
wouldn't call you a "guinea" or a "wop". People may feel an- . 
imosity toward me because I am Italian and say nothing, so I'm 
put on my guard toward whom I associate with and will not become 
friendly with them until I am sure they are not against Italians. 
It may be there -- a feeling that Italians are not worthy, but 
people are beginning to realize that Italians are as good as any-
one. This is because there are Italian men in political office and 
places where they haven't been before. Eight years ago, we had 
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no Italian representatives in the North End, and when I was a kid 
there were corner fights because one was Italian and one was Irish. 
A thirty-year old male graduate who took considerable pride in 
his ancestral background stated: 
First, I'm proud of my nationality and I want others to be proud. 
I have no respect for Italians wh_o change their names -- quite a few 
have done it-- because they feel it is a handicap-- unless ab-
solutely necessary; like a stage name or for popular appeal. I 
want other Italians to be proud of their background. I was greatly 
pleased when Pastore became an Italian ~enator. We are a com-
paratively new people; I want Italians who have reached important 
positions in public life to be a credit to Italian people. 1 have n? 
respect for those who have achieved office by crookery, Italians 
or non-Italians. More Italians today are going to college; up until 
now we have been stereotyped as laborers and barbers. Today 
many Italians have achieved fame in entertainment, business, and 
other fields and are a credit to the Italian people. What pleases 
me is that Italian music is being sung and liked by lots of people. 
1 feel in time the Italian people will be accepted by all, and we are 
an asset and will be a greater asset to America. 1 believe the 
greatest asset of the Italian people is that they are a religious fam-
ily people, hard-working and sincere, warm-hearted and friendly, 
good. neighbors and willing to give a helping hand. America is 
more or less a materialistic nation; Italians can give religious and 
family values; otherwise materialistic America will destroy it-
self. 1 believe America is the greatest place because Italians 
have achieved status. In spite of discrimination people do get 
ahead. There are no insuperable barriers. We find discrimination 
among ourselves, for example, the "greasers," 1 and in some 
instances, although at a decreasing rate, between the Italians who _ 
come from the North of Italy and those who come from the South. 
I feel it is up to the Italians themselves to break down these barriers 
by their owngobd deeds. 
I was never ashamed that 1 was Italian, but 1 felt and continue some-
what to feel inferior because 1 feel! don't belong here in the U.S.A. 
I don't feel as inferior as 1 did as 1 grow older. I have grown con-
fident in some areas, and 1 am religious to the extent that we are 
all going to turn to dust, so this stabilizef:! me. 
·1. Slang term used by second and third generations in the North 
End to describe newly arrived Italians on Immigration quota. It is 
variously used in a joking and derogatory sense to signify a "foreigner, 
one just off the boat with old country manners and outlook." 
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A female doing graduate work in college described how her feel-
ings were modified by reflection and experience in these words: 
Being Italian and the experiences I have had taught me not to be 
sensitive -- it has hardened me to further prejudice. If any of 
these incidents of prejudice should be repeated, I would take it 
indifferently. It has shown me that in spite of prejudice, you can 
still get along and get ahead; you must be flexible. I don't care to 
get into any group that doesn't care to have me around because of 
my Italian background; I will seek my company elsewhere; I feel 
as a per son I have something to offer, and they lose by spurning me. 
In school, I have met some Irish who have been my ·best friends; 
however, I'm wary of them en masse because I tend to associate 
rather unfavorable things with them. I recognize this as a pre-
judice in some cases; yet the Irish, it seems to me, are par-
ticularly susceptible to drink -- this is scientifically proven by 
statistics. 
Another female graduate student, who revealed a tendency to dis-
associate her self in part from certain charaCteristics of her background, 
asserted: 
On occasion, I have been told that I don't look Italian. This is a 
compliment to me, ·because I prefer to look fair. I like blondes 
and prefer to select a blonde as a boy friend. I am dark-skinned 
and so is my family. I suppose my choice of an Irish boy friend 
is indicative of my wishing to identify with fair-skinned people. 
A contrast to the attitude expressed in the foregoing case was the remark 
of a twenty-year old girl working as a clerk: "I think the Italian boys 
are dominant, like the father in the home, but not as much. This does 
not trouble me; I am attracted to Italian boys and their dark looks." 
An example of how attitudes alter as the individual attains a dif-
ferent age level was found in the words of a twenty-five year old working 
girl: 
When I was a kid in high school, I thought more of the Irish people 
because in making me feel inferior they succeeded. I always felt 
I wanted to be blue-eyed and to have blonde hair arid have the name 
of McCoy. At that time, I thought there was nothing like Irish 
boys. As I got older, gradually I started changing my mind. As 
I started to think and read more, I discovered good sides to the 
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Italian people that I didn't know about -- their music literature 
. ' ' 
and paintings and thus began to be proud rather than ashamed. So 
today when I meet prejudice, I show annoyance and will either 
ignore or try to give prejudiced per sons an accurate picture of 
Italians. I do this mostly with the people at work. I try to give 
them the side they haven't heard. I learned to do this. My girl 
friend's brother has had a lot to do about my change of feeling, 
when he comments how wonderful it is to be back home in the 
North End, being with Italian people and eating Italian {ood. There 
was a time that when I used to be in a public place with my father, 
I was ashamed when my father spoke Italian; now I speak it back. 
Before, I tried to discourage my father from speaking it. I asso- · 
date more with Italians as a result of these experiences; they 
think and feel as I do. These experiences of discrimination have 
done me a lot of good. I am now proud of my race. Further, they 
have made me more tolerant toward other races. I have, however, 
a tendency to feel prejudices toward the Irish. I still think they 
are big drinkers and I don't like them like I used to, mostly 
because I think they don't like me because of my Italian background~ 
I am sympathetic toward the others because they never did any-
thing to my race. I feel sympathetic toward the Jews and Euro-
peans because they are ~mmigrants and have the same problems. 
Another girl of twenty-three reported in a vein similar to that of 
the preceding case: 
I am conscious of still feeling uneasy about my Italian background--
that is why I am trying to improve myself: in my speech, dress, 
people I date, etc. At one time, I felt I was socially climbing when 
I dated a Harvard man; but now I feel that Italian boys are just 
as good as Harvard men and other Americans. When I was young-
er, I felt uneasy and ashamed and inferior and wished my name 
were non-Italian. I used to like plain names like Jane, because 
they were not Italian sounding; but now I love the Italian names 
because they are musical. I wanted to eliminate the vowel-ending 
to my name; this was common among my generation about ten 
years ago. I even wanted to change my name. These earlier 
experiences have made me want to improve my English, for I 
feel that in this way I can improve myself socially and economic-
ally. I have been criticized because of the way I talk; also when 
I worked with professional people I always felt inferior. I said 
very little and listened to them talk. I then decided to take a 
course in English to improve myself. I wanted to be accepted by 
them as their equal because I was working with them and didn't 
want. to be treated as inferior· because of the way I spoke. Today 
I take others as individuals regardless of race, creed, or color. 
I no longer am ashamed that I am Italian. I try not to discriminate 
against others. I mix with all kinds of people-- Negro, Jews --
and have made friends with them. 
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The reactions so far considered are largely those arising _fr.om 
membership in an ethnic Italian group. There are however, as pointed 
out on page thirty-three, prejudices arising out of the simple fact of 
residence in a "foreign colony" such as the North End of Boston. The 
ensuing material deals in similar but briefer fashion with the reactions 
of the latter type. 
All fourteen cases reported they had met with and were continuing 
to meet with prejudice and adverse criticism against the North End and 
against their residence there. It will be helpful to list in a general way 
the types of prejudice encountered. First, there was the type of pre-
judice levelled at the physical features of the area such as that it is an 
overcrowded slumlacking modern conveniences. A second type of pre-
judice was that directed against the personal characte:dstic~ of the 
inhabitants, name~y that they were noisy and loud-mouthed, spoke broken 
English, hung out of windows, wore zoot suits, etc. Thirdly, there was 
the type of prejudice that sprang from fear of the unknown and was ex:- ·, c 
pressed as a fear of being physically and morally molested. Lastly, 
there was the criticism of certain activities regarded as indigenous to 
the North End, such as those of the "corner boys" who lacked ambition 
and spent their time gambling, ogling the girls passing by, and occasion-
ally making wise and lewd remarks. ;:I'he emotional reactions to these 
various types of prejudice ranged from indifference, disturbance, and 
shame, to angry resentment. All the interviewees felt that the North 
End was misrepresented and misunderstood and sought to justify or ex-
plain away one or another of its criticized features. All of the inter-
viewees pointed out that the North End had the lowest juvenile delinquency 
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rate in the city of Boston and stressed the excellent family life, the 
friendliness and. neighborliness, and the warmth of other associations in 
the area. Again and again the interviewees pointed out that the area 
was law abiding, moral, and free from danger to visitors from the out-
side. A few of them were pleased when they were not readily identified 
as the stereotyped North Ender. These and other more individualized 
attitudes are best gathered from direct quotations; among the eight males 
interviewed, the first one said: 
I have never heard of one rape or prostitution case in the North 
End. Most policemen say it is the easiest area to work in. A few 
gangsters like Luciano and Capone who have received a great deal 
of publicity have discredited the Italian people, but other races 
have their bad men too. 
The second revealed a tendency to disassociate himself from some 
aspects of North End life: 
Some Italian-Americans fr:om the North End can be recognized by 
their loud talk and vulgar language. A lot of fellows I associate 
with are vulgar. I also swear sometimes when I get hot headed 
at bowling and basketball. At one of the local dance halls, I felt 
proud and good because the girl I was dancing with thought all 
North Enders were vul gar and she disassociated me from the other 
corner boys whom she met. Other girls I meet at other dance 
halls are always surprised when I tell them I'm from the North 
End. They always expect to see a zoot suiter or somebody car-
rying a knife in his pocket. I defend the North End when it i s 
criticized, I feel that our parents did allright. It isn't the wol:l:st, t 
place in the world. Other places in Boston are worse, and it 
hasn't harmed the children at all. 
The third brought out the point that much prejudice was grounded 
on the past and had no factual basis today saying: 
People say the North End is a filthy place to live in. I defend the 
North End. Because of the reputation we had before, a few killings 
and murders and gambling for high stakes, people still think the 
North End is a bad place, but it isn't if you look at the figures; we 
have the lowest juvenile delinquency rate. 
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The fourth called attention to the fact that many things for which 
the North End has been criticized are found equally throughout most 
communities. He emphasized the warm, wholesome human relationships 
enjoyed in the North End: 
There is no crime in the North End; you will get fights, but this 
happens in any city or town. I'm proud I live in the North End. My 
family and friends are here. The people are close to one another 
and hard working. They always make you feel at home. Outsiders 
like it; they say the people are wholesome, and they are made to 
feel at home. 
The fifth felt living in the North End was a handicap to him and to 
others: 
Our older brothers and sisters told us as we grew up that if we 
tell outside people that we are from the North End these people 
would automatically feel that we were loud-mouthed and trouble 
makers. Whenever I'm with a girl I want to make an impression 
on, or when I seek a job or attend some important social affair, 
I hesitate to say I'm from the North End, because that feeling that 
the North End has developed a bad name has rubbed off on me --
so I am quite leary and I don't want two strikes against me until 
I have had a chance to express myself and sell myself. 
The sixth insisted that there was much unjust criticism: "People 
keep on saying that there are too many gangsters and bookies; I tell them 
this is not true." 
The seventh observed that there was a strong tendency to stereo-
type the North End and took pains to correct mistaken impressions: 
I was amused, if anything, because of this stereotype conception --
gangsters, bootlegging. I was disappointed t:oo. I hate to see any 
class of people put into this category. They are not getting a true 
group. I am concerned that people get a true picture of the group; 
I don't want people to have mistaken notions about me and my 
people. If they look down on Italians they will look down on me. 
I have spoken to both boys and girls at dances, schools, and parties 
to correct this impression. I tell them in the early twenties,· it 
war rough -- shooting and killing. I tell them today it has changed. 
Judge Connelly said that in spite of crowded living conditions and 
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lack of playing facilities the North End has the lowest juvenile 
delinquency rate. He says the Italians have a wholesome family 
life and that the church is a binding factor in the home. 
Among the girls interviewed, one spoke of mistaken notions as to 
the North End being dangerous to visiting girls, relating that: 
A couple of my girl friends at school said that if they ventured into 
the North End they would be promptly attacked. I told them that 
this was sheer nonsense and invited them to come and pay me a 
visit. They enjoyed themselves; nothing untoward happened. They 
changed their feelings. 
Another girl spoke of inviting not only her girl friends from 
school but their parents as well: "They enjoyed our home, the warmth, 
friendliness, the Italian cuisine. Their ideas about the North End changed. 
They also returned the invitation." 
A third girl corrected the misimpressions that people have by 
pointing out the efforts undertaken by the Italian News to give a correct 
portrayal of Italians in the North End and elsewhere as well as the recent 
drive undertaken by the Sons of Italy's National Anti-Defamation Com-
mittee to prevent Radio, T.V. and movies from continuing to portray the 
Italian as a gangster and hoodlum. 
Another girl, proud of her residence and associations, when . 
criticized at work for her "North End accent" as well as for living there, 
said: 
A lot of people at work tell me that I have an accent and ask me 
if I come from Italy; I tell them,~Are you crazy, it's the North 
End accent!" We have poor English background in this district 
and speak Italian at home, and this has something to do with the 
way we speak. It bothers me to think that I have an accent when 
I was born in this country. Lwant to improve my English. I love 
to sit and hear anybody who speaks English well. My girl friend 
wants to take elocution less:bns. I don't want to sound too affected. 
Everyone in the North End is against people putting on airs. They 
want people to be down-to-earth. , They will give you a hard time 
if you try to be snooty. I won't be. accepted if I put on snooty airs. 
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I want to be accepted by people in the North "End; they are very 
important to me. I would rather have the accent to people outside 
who make fun of me and make me feel inf~rit>r as long as I'm 
accepted in the North End •••• I am made to feel inferior by their 
attitude, and I say to them why should I move out. I tell them it 
has conveniences. I defend the North End. I even exaggerate the 
goodness and minimize the faults • . I do feel inferior but I try to 
fight back and to be twice as pleasant. I tell them people down 
here are nice and get along with one another. We have a tendency 
to boast to cover up feelings of inferiority. The Italian News 
boasts a great deal. So anything we have to show off, we do. I 
boast about the fact that we have the lowest juvenile delinquency 
rate, that the Visiting Nurse Association said that the North End 
has the cleanest apartments in Boston. 
Because of the stigma attached to the area one girl reported that 
she was reluctant to allow any of her dates to bring her home but per-
mitted them to drop her off at a fashionable part of Commonwealth 
Avenue in Boston. 
Another girl attributed the bad reputation of the area to outsiders: 
"Some Charlestown, Revere, or West End boys will come down here and 
molest a girl; and the North End will get blamed." 
In considering the overall reactions of the interviewees to ex-
periences of discrimination, one would customarily assume that pre-
judicial and discriminatory treatment in early life would have unpleasant 
effects on personality development; and, although such effects usually 
wear off in later life and less discrimination is experienced, neverthe-
less a certain "disturbance" of the per so.nality remains as principally 
seen in instances of: 
1. Hypersensitivity, shame, and anger 
2. Distrust, withdrawal, and defensiveness 
3. Selectivity, as to places frequented and persons 
or groups dealt with 
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4. General insecurity and uncertainity 
5. Ambivalence 
6. Exaggerated pride 
Secondly, one might assume that there would be a deepening 
appreciation of the American ideal of equality and a growing sympathy 
with others who have also suffered from prejudice. Among those inter-
viewed, the writer feels, this would be a natural reaction, in part, to the 
broadening influences of membership in a settlement house and to the 
advantages of higher education. This growing under standing toward 
others, however, -- as has been observed in the foregoing data -- is 
still somewhat marred because ill-feelings toward the Irish and to a 
certain extent towards the "Yankees" still persist. 
Thirdly, in the usual experience of second-generation Americans 
discrimination of a different type is later encountered than that met at 
an earlier age revel, when they come to secure employment. 
In relation to the prejudice directed against residence in the North 
End, the individuals interviewed showed certain tendencies.: 
1. staunch defense of the area. 
2. efforts to correct misconceptions about it by giving a more 
adequate picture of it, by pointing out the wholesome family 
life, the warm friendliness of neighbors, and by proudly re-
ferring to the low juvenile delinquency rate. 
There is also found in this connection an ambivalent attitude on 
the part of some, as is shown by those who disassociate t h emselves from 
"unworthy" aspects ("slum conditions", "street corner boys", etc.) of 
life in the North End and at the same time seek to identify themselves 
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with the wholesome aspects (warm, friendly atmosphere, etc.) of life 
there. On the whole, there is a feeling that living there is a handicap 
because of the wide spread prejudice against it outside the area. Am-
bivalence is also seen in their desire to improve their speech, ac-
companied, in some instances, by a tendency to overcompensate by 
boasting about the North End. 
' As in the first part of this chapter, any attempt to classify the 
foregoing data from the quantitative point of view has its obvious limita-
tions. Even a negative result from such classification, however, may at 
I' 
least have some significance for the time being, and serve as a warning 
against attributing to members of a minority group reactions that they 
- ' 
do not have. The reactions to prejudice could be ranged in a contintrnm 
and the number of comments in the various categories indicated thus: 
Overt physical reaction. • • • . 1 
Anger, but action repressed. • • • 4 
Verbalization • 4 
Withdrawal; . 4 
Indifference ••• 3 . 
Pride ••••• l 
Since most of the interviewees reacted in a combination of these ways, 
they have been counted under more than one category, and the total thus 
comes to more than fourteen. 
So far as whether prejudice constitutes a problem in their estima-
tion, the clear- cut reactions of per sons interviewed shows even distri-
bution: 
Felt that there was considerable prejudice •• 3 
Felt that prejudice was diminishing ••••.• 3 
Felt that there was little or no prejudice ... 3 
Of course, the interviewees' formulation of their own experience pro-
vides only a partial view of the truth in any particular situation. Whether 
their experiences of prejudice have had serious effects on their per-
sonality development cannot be determined from the general nature of the 
data that has been herewith presented. The predominating impression 
of their testimony regarding prejudice is one of diversity rather than 
uniformity, as is also that regarding family relationships, which will be 
dealt with at length in the ensuing chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
RELATIONSHIP WITH FAMILY AND FAMILY BACKGROUND 
Relationship with Parents 
A major area o£ experience which is apt to give rise to tensions 
and to produce problems of adjustment in the second generation is to be 
found in its relationship with parents. The aspeCts of intra-family ex-
perience are the contrasts between "old" (parents' country) and "new'' 
(American) ways as reflected in: 
a. Attitudes towards ethnic characteristics 
b. Residential preferences 
c. Dating, marriage, and morality 
d. Language 
e. Use of earnings 
f. Higher education 
g. Church attendance 
The problems to be touched upon are met with in varying degrees, 
but not universally nor with the same degree of impact by the inter-
viewees of both sexes. These problems gave rise to more or less 
friction bitween the old and new ways, and the attitudes and reactions of 
the interviewees toward the old ways or views of their parents varied 
from hearty approval to violent opposition; the parents' reactions to the 
interviewees' "'new" ways ran a similar gamut between violent opposi-
tion and understanding acceptance or approval of the new. 
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a. Attitudes Towards Ethnic Characteristics 
The contrast in attitude between "free spending to enjoy the finer 
things of life" (new ways) and the (old) emphasis on frugality, economy, 
and savings with its attendant frowning upon what appeared to be a frit-
tering away of funds on "non-essentials" or "frills" such as clothes or 
entertai!llllent, was responsible for tension among four of those inter-
viewed, two boys and two girls. The boys felt less severe toward their 
parents for they could appreciate their struggling long and hard with 
poverty. In the case of the two girls, one experienced strong disapproval 
from parents because she did not turn money in and spent' "extravagantly" 
on clothes and expensive things and felt her parents "ignorant" in this 
respect. The other girl, although more tolerant of her parents' attitude, 
nonetheless quarreled with them. 
Other differences in attitude and outlook revolved around 
1. Taste in furniture and home decoration of parents (two girls 
desired change). 
2. Confiding in and exchanging confidences with parents (two boys 
and two girls discussed their confidences with others). 
3. Visiting away from the home or week-end trips, or staying out 
overnight (several of the girls rebelled against being restricted in this 
manner). 
4. The "old custom" of insisting upon the presence of the whole 
family together at meals, and waiting for the father to arrive and take his 
place at the head of the tabl:e (one boy rebelled strongly, two girls dis-
approved). 
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5. The "foreignness" of parents, as brought out by their general 
appearance, their gestures, their poorly spoken English, etc. (three 
boys and two girls felt uneasy .when shopping with their parents or when 
parents visited their school). 
6. The "old way" of bringing up children by "using the strap" 
(two of the boys and two of the girls objected to this, preferring the "new " 
way" of obtaining discipline by "reasoning with children"). 
7. Recreation (the parents of one boy felt sports were a waste of 
time and would rather have him undertake practical studies such as 
medicine rather than playing basketball. His field in public relations 
also seemed impractical to them). 
8. Table manners (two interviewees felt uncomfortable about 
• f 
matters of etiquette: it is the Italian custom, for instance, to lay the 
bread upon the table instead of serving it in a dish). 
9. The custom of continually visiting with in-laws (two of the girls 
strongly objected to this). 
10. The "old" practice of going into prolonged mourning for mem-
bers of the_ fa_mily or relatives (one girl indicated her strong dislike 
for this custom). 
11. Italian food and cooking (only one of the interviewees, a girl, 
expressed her dislike for this aspect of her ethnic tradition). 
It can be seen from the above that the difference between the old 
ways and the new ways affects family relationships to some degree. 
b. Residential Preferences 
Next to be considered are questions stemming from residential 
preferences. Nine of those interviewed indicated a distinct preference 
for an Italian neighborhood, though not necessarily the North End. Three 
liked the North End; one would be content in an Italian neighborhood, and 
one would like to move out. One would be willing to move out on marriage, 
but at present "felt unsafe" outside the North End. Four e x pressed a 
definite dislike for the North End, the first preferring a non-Italian 
neighborhood, the next two preferring to move to some other Italian 
neighborhood, and the last preferring to go to a mixed neighborhood. One 
would like to live in a completely "English" neighborhood, while one would 
feel equally at home in the North End and in the country. In all these 
cases, the parental home was in the North End, and the parent s seemed 
content to reside there. 
c. Dating , Marriage, and Morality 
The attitude· of the parents toward dating presented differences 
which were mild in some instances and serious in others. The majority 
of the interviewees were reluctant to bring their dates home because of 
the parents' feeling that whomever they brought home was the person 
they would marry. Also, their dates were subjected to a lot of undue 
questioning. 
In only two instances did the parents strongly disapprove of their 
offspring dating non-Italians (Irish), and this was a source of real con-
flict for the two girls involved. In the twelve other cases, however, 
there was general agreement with the parents who expressed a preference, 
but did not insist that their offspring date their own kind. 
Thus in the area of dating there were only two examples of serious 
differences between interviewees and parents. 
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The same held true with regard to marriage. Two of the girls 
contemplated marrying their Irish boy friends despite their parents' 
preference that they marry Italians. The reasons which the parents of-
fered for marriage within the Italian group, and which were fully ac-
cepted by the other twelve interviewees were that it would be easier to 
communicate with the folks who knew little English, would interfere less 
with food habits, would cause least awkwardness because of differences 
of background ~ would make it possible to teach and speak to children 
in Italian, and would give rise to fewer misunderstandings because of 
similarities in ethnic background and religion. 
Friction and disagreements were more in evidence regarding 
morality. In this respect, the boys were accorded more freedom than the 
girls -- more freedom with regard to smoking, drinking~ petting and 
staying out late. Among the girls there was only one example of equal 
independence being accorded both the girl and her brother. ~n this house-
hold sex was freely discussed and books on sex were available. In all 
the other thirteen cases, the subject of sex was not discussed at all. 
Many of the girls and even two boys reported that if they came in later 
than midnight an argument would develop between themselves and their 
parents. The arguments would be more severe in the case of the girls~ 
Two girls reported( that their fathers had referred to them as "bums" 
and "street-walkers" and "tramps" when they came in late. One girl 
was struck by her father because she arrived home in a car with some 
boys. In general, it was the father who was severe with his daughters, 
whereas the mother was more permissive. The girls were not per-
mitted to smoke or date until in their late teens, and in one case not 
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until twenty-three. In even two cases the girls would still "sneak" a 
smoke in the bathroom. Although a lenient attitude toward petting was 
held regarding the boys, on no occasion did parents permit a public dis-
play of affection even if their children were married. 
Thus it appeared that in the area of morality restrictions based on 
old country ways were more rigidly enforced and produced conflict for 
the second generation Italian American who had been influenced by 
American ideas of morality. Although the boys were allowed more free-
dom, they might feel the impact, as in the case of the mother who always 
waited up for her son when he arrived late and questioned him as to his 
whereabouts, warning him against going out with "bad" girls. 
d. Language 
The language factor was a source of serious difficulty in only one 
case_, in which the daughter spoke Sicilian dialect at home to the mother, 
who insisted that Italian be spoken, while the daughter in turn urged the 
mother to go to school to learn English. Two young women and three 
young men felt handicapped by their poor command of Italian in com-
municating their ideas to their parents and consequently came to discuss 
personal problems and vocational problems with their friends, workers 
at the settlement, and their parish priest. In most of the cases, however, 
language was not felt to be a barrier as both parent and child spoke 
Italian, a mixture of Italian and English, or English with sufficient fluency 
to meet the needs of the family. In many cases, parents expressed a 
desire that the children perfect the i r Italian, but in only two of the cases 
had there been any parental insistence upon this, and, in one of those 
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cases, the mother had not. continued to insist on this as the child got 
older. 
Except for the one case noted, language was not responsible for 
any severe clash within the family as the family was able . to adjust 
through use of one or the other language or a mixture of the two as far as 
the ordinary needs of communication required. It was to some extent an 
impediment to discussion of higher level problems in a few cases, but this 
was not ,_considered serious enough to cause estrangement of any signifi-
cance. 
e. Use of Earnings 
Parental attitudes toward the use of earnings reported by the 
interviewees may be summarized as follows: The children were expected 
to contribute from their earnings to the maintenance of the home, but there 
was no compulsion to do so. These contributions were not regarded as 
board but as contributions to the home, geared to the needs of the family. 
With the exception of three girls whose money was banked for them or 
not turned in to the family at all, the children, voluntarily and in the 
spirit of family cooperation, contributed amounts ranging from one-third 
to the whole of their earnings. In the case of two of the girls above, 
one preferred to spend her money on clothes and as a result clashed with 
her parents, the other argued over being asked to contribute and did so 
unwilling! y. 
f. Higher Education 
With only one exception education was favored by the parents as 
far as the boys were concerned. This was . less true with regard to the 
girls. 
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The parents discouraged education or considered it a waste of time 
in only five cases, four girls and one boy. The boy was, however, able 
to go to college because the G. I. Bill made it possible. The four girls 
met with parental opposition in their pursuit for higher education on the 
ground that the proper career for girls was marriage; one girl had to 
conceal from her parents the fact that she was going to school. 
g. Church Attendance 
In all but two cases, both of them young women, regular church 
attendance was the rul~, and religion played a very important role in 
their lives. One of the young women stated that she had a "neutral" 
feeling about church attendance and religion, and the other said that she 
attended when she felt like it and that she found religion "in other ways 
such as in helping her mother". She felt she was Catholic in name only 
but would like to mar~y in the Church. The twelve who regularly at-
tended church found that "faith helps", "religion is an integral part of 
life", "failure to attend causes uneasiness and it is wrong", "prayers are 
effective", and "religion gives a feeling of security." In the field of 
religion, therefore, it appears that there is the greatest harmony between 
parents and interviewees and that religion is a major factor in the lives 
of both. 
Looking over these seven subdivisions under which the somewhat 
amorphous matter of relationship with parents has been considered --
ethnic characteristics, residence, dating, language, earnings, education, . 
and church attendance, ~- one may observe that the greatest degree of 
disagreement between parents and children seems to exist in the first 
three, with less tension in the ·latter ones. 
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As far as residence in the North End is concerned, there was a 
certain amount of conflict between the two generations, the younger in 
some instances wishing to get out of the area. This tends to bear out 
Firey' s the sis mentioned earlier, that the younger generation is re-
belling against living in a physically depressed area. In the matter of 
ethnic traits in general, a certain amount of tension was engendered 
between the old and the new generation by such matters as the spending 
of money, house furnishings, confiding in parents, staying away from 
home, holding up the meal until the whole family was present, corporal 
punishment of children, table manners, visiting in-laws, Italian cooking, 
and protracted mourning. In most instances, however, the existing situation 
was found objectionable by only a few of those interviewed. The matter of 
greatest tension between the two ge.nerations seemed to be that of dating, 
marriage, and morality. The majority of those interviewed were re-
luctant to bring their dates home. In two instances, girls had encountered 
parental opposition against their dating Irish boys, yet they intended 
to go ahead and marry them. In the other twelve instances, the children 
accepted their parents' idea that it was preferable to date and marry 
Italians. The pattern of freedom for boys and restraint for girls 
appeared in the attitude towards morality: in only one family was there 
equality between the two sexes among the children, and free discussion 
of sexual matters. A strong feeling for decorum in the relationship 
between the sexes appeared in the belief and practices of both generations. 
Conflicts, however, did arise on this score: coming in after midnight re-
sulted in arguments between parents and children; one girl was even 
struck by her father when she rode home in an automobile with boys 
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after midnight. Public display of affection between men and women, even 
if married, was disapproved of by both generations, although more so by 
the older one. 
In the latter four of the categories, conflict -- though not com-
pletely absent -- was perhaps less than one might expect. A matter which 
might be thought to offer problems -- language -- was a source of con-
flict between the generations in only one instance. Those interviewed 
were more inclined to feel the inadequacy of their knowledge of Italian 
than that of English. The matter of work and of earned money also showed 
a homogeneity of pattern between the old and the new: without com-
pulsion, the children recognized it as a duty to contribute to the main-
tenance of the home, and the majority actually did so. The attitude 
towards education also conformed to a rather older Italian pattern: boys 
should receive higher formal education, girls not; the majority of the 
boys were encouraged, the majority of the girls discouraged in their 
ambitions for college. On occasion, of course, this proved to be a 
source of conflict. One may perhaps be struck by the fact that the great-
est degree of agreement between parents and children seemed to exist 
in an area that in some other cultures and periods has been thought of 
as a great source of conflict between the generations -- the matter of 
church attendance. There seemed to have been least loss of the old 
pattern of behavior in this area. 
In language, earnings, and church attendance, we see the reason-
ably constant ope;ration of old-generation mores in, and upon the younger 
generation. Even in the other categories, the elements in the situation 
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that are constant and distinctly Italian are somewhat more striking 
than those that are not. 
Ethnic Identity 
In contrast to the immediate and practical nature of some of the 
problems relating to family, the matter of ethnic identity is somewhat 
theoretical. Each person interviewed was asked, in various ways, "What 
do you feel yourself to be, Italian or American?" Some of the forms 
which this question took were the following: Are you a member of any 
nationality organization? Do you speak Italian? Enjoy Italian food? Are 
you interested in Italian affairs? What do you think about dating or 
marrying Italians? What do you think of "greasers"? 
The answers to these questions indicate a diversity in individual 
responses -- so diverse as to prevent their being classified statistically. 
As some means of gaining a sense of the implications of these data, 
however, the schematic approach to the problem outlined in Child's study 
might be reviewed at this point. 
In Child's 1 study, the second-generation Italian is regarded as a 
typical marginal personality shaped by the Italian group and the sur-
rounding American community and he must "decide" with which to 
identify. The second-generation may be rewarded by his parental group 
for staying within it or by the dominant group (American society} for 
conformity to its values. Whatever the "decision", conflict cannot be 
escaped as the goals striven for are incompatible. Child lists three 
possible ways in which such a marginal individual may react, each of 
which is a pattern of adjustment: 
l. Child, op. cit., pp. 60-72. 
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1. Rebellion against his own group and active effort toward iden-
tification with the American society. 
2. Development of "in-group" feeling with the de sire to adhere 
closely to the culture of his own group. 
3. The assumption of an "apathetic" attitude in order to avoid 
the unpleasant consequences of either of the above reactions by trying to 
steer clear of both, even though this involves the loss of rewards either 
reaction may give. 
The purpose of this chapter is to see how far these categories 
apply to the data assembled. By way of anticipation, it might be pointed 
out that these categories do not apply precisely to what was actually 
found, and suggest that the individual responses of actual individuals in 
the North End show a degree of amelioration of the cultural conflict 
that . Child's approach does not suggest. 
The followiin.g case, a boy of eighteen years and a freshman in 
college, exhibits a strong tendency to cling to the parental culture: 
I am quite proud of being Italian. I was born to be Italian and my 
parents are. Every time an Italian does something good, I feel 
good. I wouldn't give it up for the world. When I was younger, I 
was taught to favor Italians. I would always side with Italians as 
I am Italian and when one got up there like Rocky Marciano I would 
feel real good. I was reading in my English book in school that 
Italians are associated with crime, but this is a mistaken im-
pression. Luciano, Costello, and Anastasia-- they seem to be in 
every Congressional Investigation, and give Italians a bad name. 
A few Italians are always played up, which is wrong' because it 
gives the wrong impression. 
I regard myself as being Italian. I say this because when some-
one does ask me what lam, I say Italian; I imagine they all know 
we are Americans, so when they ask that question, 1 imagine it is 
to find out what extraction 1 am. 1 really regard myself as an 
Italian-American. 1 am of Italian decent and I am an American 
citizen; also 1 applied for a scholarship from the Italian American 
Charity Organization-- they gave me a scholarship to go to 
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college. I am closer to Italians because !live in an Italian sec-
tion and I go to school, and to social affairs with Italian boys. I 
never felt ashamed of being Italian. When I was younger, I felt 
superior. We always licked the Irish when they ~ere around. 
I feel and !look Italian. They could tell I was right a~ay because 
of my dark hair and face. As soon as I entered the classroom at -
college, they knew I was Italian. 
In further development of his point of view, he recounted an ex-
perience at college when the instructor said that the modern Italian was 
an example of the Mediterranean and the interviewee felt that everyone 
was looking at him. "I felt good", he said. He explained that he as sociat-
ed primarily with Italians, and "could not be better of£" doing so. He 
intended to join a nationality organization, the MaryS S Della Cave, which 
perpetuated certain local associations of his parents' place of origin. 
His grandfather and father were members, and he liked the festas and 
other activities . of the organization. Later on in his explanation of his 
attitude towards his ethnic tradition, he said: 
I want to continue to speak Italian. I took three years in high 
school. I speak it well, and someday I hope to go to Italy. I al-
ways speak it home and to the older lta~ians. I listen to Italian . 
music and singers on the radio along with my parents when I'm 
home. As regards food, I don't like American food, but I def-
initely like Italian. l could never see myself going into a res-
taurant_ to eat, unless it is Italian food. E ven the Americans like 
Italian food. Whenever they want a treat they eat Italian food. In 
school they say let's go to the North End and eat Italian food ••• 
I associate with some of the 'greasers'. We call them 'greasers' 
and 'greaseballs' because they recently came from the old country, 
speak broken English, and wear old-country clothes. Me and my 
friends play La ' Morra with them for small stakes such as cokes, 
coffee and doughnuts. We enjoy it. Our parents tell us not to call 
them 'greasers'. We only do it in fun. But I agree with my par-
ents because I don't want anybody making fun of my parents for 
speaking broken English. 
Church is very important for me. I attend every Sunday. First, 
it is my religion. If I don't attend Mass I do not feel good, 1 worry 
all day long. Secondly, I feel my prayers are always answered. 
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I have been helped in my exams and I was put in the football game 
when I was sitting on the bench for a long time. 
An example of the tendency to depart radically from the parental 
in the direction of the American culture may be seen in the following 
case of a twenty-four year old girl working for her Master's degree. 
I regard myself as being American because I was born here. I 
am Italian second. I vote and owe allegiance to America; I am 
American in dress and looks. I feel and I look American. I have 
also been taken for French, English, German, and Jewish. I feel 
flattered when taken for Jewish because they are intelligent. Most 
. of my friends are Irish and Jewish. I don't identify with Italians; 
they run certain clubs and ·dances, but I don't go to them; I always 
go to the dances at school. I feel I'm better off with Americans; 
I don't get along with Italian-American boys. They are domina-
ting and narrow-minded. Although I'm dark looking, I would pre-
fer to look fair. My boy friend who is Irish is blonde and fair in 
complexion. My parents do not like him because they prefer I go 
with an Italian boy. My father insists on it. I tell him that I'm 
an American first and an Italian second. He doesn't like this. He 
thinks I am ashamed of Italians because I told him I would never 
marry an Italian and that is true. 
Her objections to marrying an Italian of the North End were that 
he would think of her as inferior and insist on her staying at home. Her 
aim in l:i,fe was to "get ahead". 
I usually associate with college people; I'm never in the North End. 
I just sleep there. All my interests are at college; I'm in several 
activities. College to me means a better job and social position. 
People in the North End are narrow-minded. I was talking with my 
boy friend in the doorway, and the neighbors made it out that we 
were doing everything besides talking. My father called me a 
whore, a street walker, and tramp in Italian. To be told this in 
Italian is very bad. Many times I tell my boy friend not to take me 
home. There are always bad comments from neighbors who tell 
each other and my parents that I go out with an Irish boycand mis-
behave. 
I want to leave the North End the first opportunity I get. I would 
like to live in a town like Weston, Mass. It is real country and the 
homes are magnificent. 
I am not a member of any nationality organization and would have 
nothing to do with them; and the festas are too commercialized, and 
they don't interest me. 
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Church is very important to me and I attend regularly. You can-
not have a peaceful home if you and your husband are not of the 
same religion. · 
I don't associate with the 'greasers'. I have refferred to them as 
'greasers' but only in fun. I don't like their pecular hair-dos and 
long side burns or the clothes they wear and their broken English. 
I kid my girl friend by saying, 'Hey, look at your boy friend; he 
just got of£ the boat.' 
What may be termed an eclectic or selective approach, in that 
there is an attempt t o retain elements in the parental culture that are 
valuable to the individual while absorbing elements found attractive in 
the American culture, appears in the following example of a twenty- seven 
year old male working for his Master's degree: 
I regard myself as being American; I am American by birth. If I 
fill out forms, I put down American. However, I don't feel my-
self as cdmpletely American. There are many things in this 
country I don't accept completely: the movies, a lot of music, the 
literature such as Mi.tkey Spillane. I am ashamed at the number 
of divorces in the United States, the deification of sex. These are 
aspects of America, not the essence. I don't like the fast life, the 
hurrying to and from -- a half hour for lunch, then dashing back 
to work. 
My feeling about bc;!ing of Italian ancestry is that I'm guite happy 
about it. I'm proud to admit I speak Italian. It is a wonderful 
heritage. I just don't want to be put in the zobt-suit category. I 
wouldn't change my name or deny my ancestry. I knew a man who 
changed his name to make it easier for him to get along and get 
a job; I felt he was deserting the Italians. I am proud of the ac-
complishments of the ancient Italians in music, art, building, 
re~igion; but there is a dangerous tendency that we will sit back 
and do nothing to prove ourselves. However, some of our writers 
are beginning to distinguish themselves and others as well, such 
as in the field of atomic energy •.• There are certain things that 
I am ashamed about: the out-of-do<Dr festivals in the summer 
called 'fe stas ', which are sponsored by little clubs each of which · 
has a patron saint, have become quite commercial. It is unlike 
the celebrations in Italy which are truly religious. In .the United 
States, a patron saint is carried through the streets and money is 
pinned to them; this is, cheap and gaudy. I get the feeling of em-
barrassment when outsiders from the North End come and observe 
the festas. 
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Sometimes I find it hard to understand why some Italians don't 
speak better English. They make no effort to speak English better. 
I desire to speak good English because I was born here in this 
country. I don't want to hold on to the broken-language English. 
Also because I have gone through college, I like to be able to speak 
English properly. I would also prefer my folks to speak English 
better so they could explain themselves better and would be better 
able to enjoy radio and television without asking me to interpret 
for them ••• There are some Italian families that want their children 
to quit school and to learn a trade. I am against this. They don't 
see a need for an education, and it is hard to convince some of 
them. A trade to them means security. 
As -regards the use of the word 'greasers', I don't use it because 
I don't feel that way toward those who recently came from Italy. 
Others use it because it makes them feel superior to the so-called 
'greasers' because they dress differently, don't have too much 
finesse, and speak a broken English. 
In two of the cases there is an unresolved conflict stemming from 
a sense of rejection by the dominant group with an accompanying feeling 
of frustration. A striking illustration of this appears in the comments of 
.·• h 
a thirty-year old male, college graduate. He expressed his predicament 
in these terms: 
I am proud that I'm Italian because Italy has contributed so much 
to the world. We are an honest, industrious people and believe in 
the family and family life, but we are also an emotional people 
{there are exceptions). I address myself with my hands and can 
be recognized as being Italian by my dark complexion; also I'm 
easily aroused to anger, and the things I get angry about the most 
are the things I'm inferior in. This is because I have lots of pride. 
It is this emotionality in Italians that holds them back. I am asham-
ed when the Italian lawyer lets his emotions run away from him. 
Anglo-Saxons look down on us because we can't restrain our emo-
tions. Some Italian lawyers speak so loud and with gestures that 
their argument is less effective. Restraint, I recognize as a value. 
Yet I will not go to seek work at any firm or to a dance which is 
dominated by Yankees. I will avoid it because I definitely have the 
feeling they look down on us. I've been to a resort run by Yankees. 
I feel very ill at ease in their company. They look upon us as be-
ing uncouth. I feel they reject me. The only time I feel secure 
with them is when they come to me with some problem or when I 
can offer them something, then I feel we are on equal grounds. I 
feel we are worlds apart. We are more emotional and express our 
Ideas and feelings; they are more reserved. I feel the Yankees 
look down and stereotype Italians more than 9-nyone else. 
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I don't associate with the 'greasers' because I feel they are 
outsiders because of the way they dress and act; they show of£ and 
are cold and aggressive. Most of us regard them as foreigners. 
These four cases indicate that the reactions to the conflict situation 
vary with the individual. 
In the example of the twenty-seven year old male, we have an in-
stance of an integrative type of response, not considered by Child, in 
which an attempt is made to select what is de sir able in both cultures 
and what appears to be a satisfying solution. 
In the majority of the cases of which the above are representative 
examples, the individuals concerned seemed on the whole to have 
achieved a satisfactory resolution of the conflict situation in that they 
have worked out their ethnic identity. Two interviewees, classified as 
"apathetic", have been unable to resolve the conflict due to a sense of 
rejection by the dominant group they seek to identify with, which leaves 
them with a residue of frustration, anxiety, and general insecurity. In 
no instance do we have an individual who appears to be "tortured by 
conflicts of biculturality". 
Although in the opening of this chapter the possibility of statistical · 
classification was questioned because some of the interviewees had 
mixed reactions on the matter of ethnic identity, the following analysis 
represents a rough grouping of responses according to the four categories 
which have been illustrated: 
I n -group. 5 
'Rebel ••• 2 
Integrative 2 
e-. }?athetic •• 5 
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More important than any group pattern in these data is the element of 
individuality of response. 
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CHAPTER VI 
INTERVIEWEES• AWARENESS OF PROBLEMS AND THE ROLE OF 
THE SETTLEMENT 
After discussing experiences of discrimination and family relations 
with the interviewees, the writer asked them whether they themselves 
felt that they had any problems in these areas. Following up the leads 
they then offered, he asked them how they had solved -- or attempted to 
solve -- these problems and whether they felt satisfied with their solu-
tions, or what they felt their unsolved problems still to be. He then 
asked them whether the North End Union had helped them and how they 
might li~ it to help them further. 
Interviewees' Awareness of Problems 
With regard to the initial question-- whether they felt they had 
problems -- eleven of the fourteen said that they had satisfactorily 
solved any problems that had arisen from experiences with prejudice and 
discrimination; three felt that they had not. In other words, out of the 
seven men, one felt seriously troubled; and of the seven women, two 
reported conscious anxiety over certain matters within the general field 
of prejudice. 
The methods which the large m!'ljority had used in what they con-
sidered successful handling of their problems varied. Several of them 
said that they had avoided or ignored people who were prejudiced; one 
man said he would go so far as to get his friends physically to silence 
anyone who would call him a "guinea .. or "wop". Two men stated that 
they still behaved defensively and had a deep animosity toward the Irish, 
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although it did not interfere in their relations with them. Many stated 
that it had been comforting to return to the North End and discuss among 
their own kind the unpleasant encounters they had had. They drew 
strength from the counsel anq advice of their older brothers and friends 
who had had similar experiences but were no longer troubled by them. 
Their residence in the North End no longer presented problems because 
they had grown accustomed to its physical limitations, and had derived a 
deep sense of belonging and psychological protection from the warmth 
and close relationship with their own kind. Some, however, said they 
would leave the North End when they married, for the sake of their 
children. By whatever means they had arrived at a sense of resolution 
to their problems, the overwhelming majority of both male and female 
interviewees felt that prejudice was no longer as serious a problem as it 
had been, that they were no longer as sensitive or disturbed as when they 
were younger, and that so far as they personally were concerned , -- here 
and now -- problems of discrimination and prejudice did not trouble 
them. 
One of the male interviewees, however, still felt seriously troubled. 
Because of prejudice directed against the North E nd and against Italians in 
general, he felt himself to be at adisadvantage: 
Being Italian and living in the North End restricts my social and 
economic advancement and point of view, because my contacts are 
limited to residents in the North End. The black eye that the North 
End has prevents my getting the job I want or to advance socially. 
Two of the women, moreover, reported that they had some anxiety over 
prejudice , and when confronted with it continued to feel obliged to defend 
as well as boast about their nationality and the North End. Conscious of 
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the prejudice still directed against the North End, they evidenced no 
desire to move until married, and in some instances there was some 
hesitation even about this, as it would mean severing themselves from 
their families and friends. 
In the area of family relations, although the majority of the inter-
viewees stated that the differences between themselves and their parents 
had been worked out, there was still some anxiety regarding the desirabil-
ity of ethnically and religiously mixed marriages. Of the seven men, one '· 
who was closely identified with his parents was certain and determined to 
marry an Italian Catholic girl and bring up his family in the same manner 
as he had been. The other six stated that although they might prefer to 
marry within the group, it was likely that they might marry outside it. 
If that were to be the case, they felt that difficulties might arise because 
of differences in background and upbringing: how the children were to 
be brought up, whether to teach them Italian, what food habits should be 
perpetuated, how they would get along with their in-laws, etc. One of the 
men who was interviewed expressed great concern over his table manners 
and etiquette. He said he always feels terribly self-conscious and ill-
at-ease when he is dining outside the North End, either publicly or 
privately: 
At home we eat with a minimum of silverware, and the bread 
is put on the bare table. I notice when I eat else~here it is 
entirely different. On many occasions I have refused to eat, even 
when I was terribly hungry, explaining that I had already eaten. 
If I was obliged to eat in somebody' s home, I would never begin 
first; I would watch carefully how the others would start, and then 
I would imitate them. 
Of the seven women, two reported constant clashes with their parents 
over dating of non-Italians and staying out late. Although in both these 
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instances -- in which the girls were dating Irish boys with the intention 
of marrying them -- there was still a great deal of feeling on the pa,rt 
of these two girls as to whether such a marriage would succeed, they 
both stated that marrying within the group was much less hazardous than 
marrying outside it. This sentiment was consistently held by the balance 
of the girls; and like the boys, none would entertain the possibility, for 
them, of religiously mixed marriage, Or, more precisely stated, all 
said they would not marry outside their religion, unless it were in a 
Catholic Church and their children could be brought up Catholics. 
A few of the girls expressed anxiety over their poor grammar and 
articulation of the English language as a result of their imitating their 
families' broken and grammatically poor English. One girl was still 
troubled by her mother's "hanging out of the window and shouting to 
her neighbors". This, the girl felt, was "too coarse and embarrassing". 
Another girl displayed a great deal of hostility towards her parents be-
cause they had constantly and repeatedly thwarted her attempts to secure 
a formal education: 
I have taken courses without their knowledge, and we always 
quarrel when they hear about it. Why, my father would not let 
my brother and sisters finish high school. All that we are ex-
pected to do when we are old enough is to work and to help 
support the family. Education of any kind my folks feel is a 
waste of time. · 
From the interviewees' own account, it can be seen that in the 
area of prejudice and discrimination the problems appeared to be con-
siderably minimized except in the instances of one young man and two 
young ladies where more than ordinary anxiety and feelings of shame 
still persisted. The majority, however, appeared quite satisfied that 
they had successfully handled their problems. In most instances, the 
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means which they said they had used to arrive at this state of equilibrium 
had needed to be applied only when they were younger: avoidance of 
prejudiced individuals, rallying among themselves for psychological 
protection and, if need be, use of physical force. These, they said, were 
the primary means by which they had adjusted to the problem arising 
out of experiences of prejudice and discrimination. The fact of growing 
older, with increasing personal security and the development of other 
satisfactions, as well as the sheer passage of time with its effect of 
erasing troubled earlier experience -- all these factors seemed to have 
operated in their lives. 
Similarly in their relations with their family, by the process of 
accommodation and a growing maturity on their part the sharp clashes 
and differences of the past had now considerably les s ened. Althog gh 
this was characteristic for the majority of the interviewees, there were 
still sharp differences that persisted for a few of the young women--
differences arising over dating, morality, etiquette, work, and education--
which caused tension and conflict between them and their parents. 
Parental influence was strongly felt in their all de siring to marry 
one of their own religion, as well as expressing preference for marry-
ing within the group. Even in the example of the two young ladies 
currently dating two Irish boys and hoping to marry them, there was 
expressed some misgiving as to the outcome of their marrying outside 
the group. 
On the basis of the data assembled in this study, discrimination 
did not seem to be a widespread problem of which the second generation 
was acutely aware. Although the interviewees' own assessment of the 
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problem is not the only factor to be considered, the majority did not 
seem to feel discrimination or parental restriction as an acute problem. 
Social Work and Settlements 
Those interviewed were asked whether the North End Union had 
helped them, and how they would like it to help them further. In answer 
to the f1rst question, they specified some half dozen ways in which they 
had found it helpful to them: through the use of its rooms for meetings; 
through personal and vocational guidance that it had given them; through 
its specific program activities such as sport, dancing, and parties; 
through specific skills it had taught them (e.g. piano lessons, sewing, 
tutoring for college); through its trips to the country and in general get-
ting them out of the North End; and through its generally friendly at-
mosphere. In answer to the second question, they all wished that it 
would further_help smooth their adjustments to various matters: through 
counseling parents and children, presenting more programs that would · 
bring out the best of the old and the new (e.g., in art, history, etc.), ar-
ranging social events for mixed national groups, and setting up discussion 
groups on second-generation problems such as sex, etiquette, prejudice, 
family relations, etc. Six said it gave them a chance to get out of the 
North End and to the country, in which they had an opportunity to meet 
people outside the North End and to enjoy country life and nature. One 
boy said, "It made me see that the center of life was not the North End; 
now I appreciate the out-of-doors, !love the country and nature." Others 
acknowledged other benefits which relat~d simply to their well-being as 
individuals; but more specifically in terms of their relationship to 
American culture, three stated that it had helped them to feel "more 
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American" and to adjust to American life "because the programs are 
American, such as sports and dancing; also the importance of voting 
and good local government are taught." One person stated that "It 
gave me a chance to conduct meetings as chairman, and to learn par-
liamentary procedure." Another person commented, "I was able to 
discuss problems of discrimination informally with others at the Union 
and I learned that I was not alone and also I learned not to take rejection 
or prejudice personally." Many of these comments, it will be noted, 
relate directly to the purpose of this study: four of the interviewees 
mentioned .specifically that the North End Union had helped them to 
adjust as se;cond-generation Americans. 
Regarding the second question, all except one young lady wanted 
lectures and discussions on Italian culture and Italian contributions to 
American life. She said that she was not interested in these lectures 
because, "I get enough of it from my father." Several were interested 
in courses on elocution, table manners, and etiquette. Requests for 
courses on elocution predominated; as one young man put it, 
Elocution courses are very important because in the North End we 
have very few gopd speakers and few good teachers, if any, of 
English. To speak poor English is a serious handicap in American 
life. 
As to whether the interviewees wanted more direct guidance from the 
North End Union in helping them meet their personal problems , four (two 
boys and two girls) felt that they could not talk over with the Union Staff 
their problems regarding prejudice ~nd any differences they might have 
with their parents because Italians either keep these problems to them-
selves or discuss them with the immediate family. As one young girl put it, 
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I don't go to the Settlement with my problems because I don't feel 
close to the leader • . Maybe the leaders don't encourage the close-
ness. I don't think these .leaders understand the problem; most of 
them are non-ttalian. These problems are too personal, and 
Italians want to keep it to themselves; if leaders are Italian, then 
they would appreciate what we went through and would understand. 
Another young lady stated: 
I would like the settlement or social worker to help me to be an 
American and yet to be un-American. To know what is good in 
being American and what is good in being Italian. There are things _ 
in the American system that are too fast-paced for me and that I 
want to avoid. I want at the same time to retain aspects of the 
Italian culture that I'm proud of and that are a part of me. Social 
workers should better under stand the Italian culture and me --
that I'm part Italian and part American, and that I've had ex-
perience in both groups that makes things significant for me. 
Practially all wanted mixed nationality programs where they 
would have an opportunity to meet other nationality groups. Four stressed 
that they would like more Italian nationality programs; two others asked 
for a combination of nationality and mixed nationality programs. 
Six felt that it would help to have discussions on the second gen-
eration problems, particularly for those in their early teens "because 
as you grow older you begin to adjust." 
Two of the girls suggested that lectures on sex-education at ages 
thirteen and fourteen would help. 
To sum up the reactions on the subject of the role of social work 
and settlements, they all feel that the North End Union has helped them 
personally and thus, indirectly, the North End as a cultural area through 
its recognized facilities -- club rooms, counselling service, program 
activities, and generally friendly atmosphere. As possible future help 
from the Union, they suggest that it serve in the role of intermediary 
not only between the Italian and American cultures but also between 
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what might be called the ltalo-American and the non-Italo-American 
cultures. The first of these roles is a matter of further leadership in 
the more conventional type of activity the Union has been carrying on --
counselling, programs, etc. The second involves a somewhat new role 
arranging social events for mixed national groups and setting up dis-
cussion meetings on second-generation problems. Although this is 
already a part of the pruposes of the Union, the reactions of those inter-
viewed suggest that it might be desirable to explore along these lines 
further with other second-generation residents of the North End to see 
whether these conclusions also hold true for them • . 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This has been a study of the problems of fourteen second-generation 
Americans of Italian parentage in the North End of Boston~ The ques-
tions have focused around these four points: 
1. Are they having problems of adjustment because of their 
Italian-:American background? 
2. In what areas do these problems lie? 
3. How have they attempted to handle them? 
4. In what ways can social work and the settlement agency help? 
Seven men and seven women were interviewed, all connected with the 
North End Union. Thus the results of the interviews, which lasted from 
two to seven hours each, show to som.e extent the work of the settlement 
house as it is reflected .~ in the consciousness of some of its members. 
To sketch in the framework for the actual case material , the 
historical background of the North End Union was presented, and the 
history in general of the North End of Boston. Its newspapers, for 
instance, and distinctive institutions such as the festa and the associations 
of people from the sections of Italy were presented as distinct factors 
in the sense .Of social solidarity within the North End. 
The case material was considered in four areas: 
1. Experience with prejudice and discrimination 
2. Emotional impact o£ these experiences 
3 •. Relationship with family 
4. Questions of ethnic identity 
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As far as experience with prejudice and discrimination is con-
cerned, the majority reported that they had personally encountered it, 
and all reported some indirect awareness of it -- in the areas of school, 
work, and social life. They felt, however, that it was less now than in 
the past. The wide spread prejudice against the North End continues to 
exist. Hence when those interviewed return to the North End and share 
their experiences regarding prejudice, they may develop attitudes of 
"they" versus "us". There is thus a continuing solidarity of "we North 
Enders". The new highway being built contributes further to the isola-
tion of the area, enclosing it and setting it off physically. 
As to the emotional impact of these experiences, it is rather 
difficult to assess accurately the reactions of those interviewed. Most 
of them, however, are not chiefly preoccupied with problems arising out 
of their Italian-American backgr Qund. 
As to the relationship with their parents, th~ majority o£ those 
interviewed do not feel that personal restrictions offer an acute problem. 
The area of greatest tension is that relating to dating, marriage, and 
morality; but even there it has not resulted in estrangement and mal-
adjustment. In some other areas, such as language, appropriation of 
earnings, and church attendance, there is remarkable harmony between 
the two generations' attitudes. 
In the matter of ethnic identity, many of the interviewees strongly 
identify themselves with their family and the Italian community; some of 
them want to participate in Italian nationality organizations, and seem 
to desire a closer identification with their national tradition., .. As in 
most matters, however, one can see reactions constituting a fairly 
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normal distribution of attitudes, ranging from strong in-group feelings 
to rebellion. with a general orientation toward the dominant values 
of American society. 
As far as the interviewees' own analysis of their problems is 
concerned, they do not feel discrimination or parental restriction to be 
an acute problem. They feel that the North End Union has helped them, 
and they suggest that it perhaps go further toward meeting certain 
specifically second-generation needs by arranging events for mixed 
national groups and forming discussions of certain problems which 
they face. 
With William Foote Whyte, 1 we may regard the settlement as 
an agency devoted to outward and upward mobility, actuated by strong 
Protestant Anglo-Saxon values. This may or may not be true in some 
cases, but when we look at the North End Union we must see it in the 
light of what it means to the members who attend. What is significant 
is that it is predominantly a meeting place for all Italians. It is in a 
sense a place where they can meet their friends in an informal atmos- . _ ~ 
phere. It is in an Italian neighborhood and close to home; predominantly 
all are Italian there. Thus it has taken on the ethos of the second-gen-
eration area. As a club house for them with a permissive atmosphere 
in an Italian setting, the North End Union provides them with the nee-
essary conditions and avenues for natural social growth and development. 
Also it opens up communications with the outside environment. 
1. William F. Whyte, "The Social Role of the Settlement House," 
Applied A~thr apology, October -December, 1 944, pp. 14-1 9. 
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The sharp dislocation of values suggested by William Foote Whyte 
in Street Corner Society is not borne out by the interviews with these 
fourteen second-generation North Enders. 
Although numerical sampling has been too small to arrive at any 
final conclusions, it has suggested certain lines for further investigation. 
It has also perhaps rendered appropriate an attempt to reconsider and 
reevaluate the role of the settlement house -- where it has come from, 
where it is, and where it is goirig. 
We can infer from the fourteen interviewees' comments andre-
actions that they divide in their attitudes regarding the g e als of as-
similation or cultural pluralisrn as two alternative aims in settlement 
house work. In the section on Ethnic Identity, it was observed that their 
reactions to ethnic conflict ranged from strong identification a:nd 
acceptance of the in-group (family and Italian neighborhogd) values. to an 
equally strong rejection of them and at the same time identification and 
acceptance of the values of the dominant group. The majority of the 
interviewees fall between these two extremes, accepting many charac-
teristics which they find valuable and rejecting many which they do 
not find valuable, in both cultures. 
What ultimate conclusions may be drawn from thi s dissertation? 
The adaptation here advocated is a two-way rather than just a simple 
unilateral one. Although in any such conclusions there may be an 
element of personal feeling, to this. writer a fundamental problem in 
democracy is getting people to respect their own culture without making 
undue claims for it, and at the same time coming in contact with the . 
culture of others, though different, without disparaging it. Democratic 
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values are satisfied if the feeling is promoted among ethnic groups that 
their culture is valued and respected. Thus there ensues a reduction in 
the potential conflict they may have about the value of their own way of 
life and the anxieties consequent on thi.s clash of cultures. I£ there can 
be an increase in the feeling that the members of minority groups are 
worthy of respect as individuals, quite apart from what ethnic group 
they may belong to, then there is an enhancement of the framework in 
which they can seek out their own adjustment. 
This is a pluralistic society. People of different cultures can 
accept common citizenship and still cherish their more particular origin-
al cultural values. Diversity of development is the.. foundation of the 
strength of democracy. Thus diversity may sometimes lead to conflict 
between one set of cultural values and another. But this is probably due to 
the imperfections of society which seem to encourage . this potential con-
flict. The goals of a democratic society should be to lessen the tensions 
arising from such conflicts that exist and to limit the conditions under 
which such conflicts may arise. 
The problems of adjustment resulting from culture conflict must 
be seen on a continuum varying from attitudes that are conductive to 
integration to those which imply rejection of the dominant forms and 
values of society. Therefore, it is not a problem of recognizable 
dimensions and hence one cannot suggest any one formula because a 
great deal depends upon the individual capacity either to assimilate into 
the dominant value system, or to integrate his own values with those of 
the American society. This will vary with the individual's own capacity 
and interest in coming to terms with the dominant value system. It is 
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necessary to provide the widest possible conditions and possibilities 
(legal, social, educational, vocational) for individuals to work out their 
own solutions as they see them. 
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APPENDIX 
I. APPROACH TO INTERVIEWEES 
The program director at the North End Union introduced the 
writer and explained that he was writing his thesis on problems of second-
generation Italian-Americans for The Boston University School of Social 
Work. The following is an approximation of what the writer said to each 
individual to gain his confidence and cooperation. 
I am a student at Boston University, School of Social Work. I am 
interested in writing my thesis on the distinctive characteristics 
and experiences of Americans of Italian descent. I have always 
been interested in the feelings, attitudes, and experiences of 
second-generation Americans. I myself am a second-generation 
American of Greek extraction. I have a sincere and sympathetic 
interest in Italians and in the North End. When my father arrived 
from Greece, he had a push cart and peddled bananas in the North 
End. As a child I helped him. Not only am I doing this study 
for my thesis, but also to help to understand you and myself better, 
and to benefit such organizations as the North End .Union. It will 
help them to formulate a program better suited to meet the needs 
and interests of their members. It will be necessary to take notes 
as you speak; however, no names will be used. A copy of this 
thesis will be left with the director of the North End Union. 
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II~ QUESTIONNAIRE 
Identifying Data 
1. Ethnic _____ z. Parents foreign born ___ 3. Where ______ _ 
4. Age _____ _ 5.,. Sex ______ _ 
6. Education: 
a. Parents: Father ____ _ Mother _____ _ 
b. Interviewee------
7. Marital Status _______ _ 
8. Social and Economic Class: 
a. Employment of parents: skilled __ _ unskilled ___ _ 
b. Employment of interviewee: skilled ___ unskilled ___ _ 
9. Description of neighborhood: Ethnic ____ Mixed ____ _ 
10. Type of home: 
a. Owned private home---,-----
b. Rented private home. ______ _ 
c. Rented flat-----------
11. Parent age: 
a. Father's ____ at time of arrival to U.S. _____ _ 
b. Mother's ____ at time of arrival to U.S. _____ _ 
12. Family composition1 
a. Brothers ____ _ Ages ______ _ 
b. Sisters _____ _ Ages--------
13. Marital status ofbrothers: 
a. Mixed ____ _ 
b. Ethnic ____ _ 
14. Marital status of sisters: 
a. Mixed __________ __ 
b. Ethnic _________ _ 
15. Languages spoken in the home ______________ _ 
a. Father speaks English poorly: Yes ________ No _____ _ 
b. Mother speaks English poorly: Yes No _________ _ 
c. Interviewee speaks Italian poorly: Yes ________ No _____ _ 
16. Relatives living in home or nearby 
17. Member of settlement: Past Pre sent ____ Number of 
years---------
18. Knowledge of settlement---------
I. Incidents or Feelings of Discrimination or Prejudice 
a. Have you encountered prejudices against Italians in employment, 
education, social life? Example -- Did you try to become a 
member of a school group and· were not accepted? Did you try 
to get a job and were refused because of your Italian back-
ground? 
b. Have your friends, members of your family, etc. encountered 
discrimination or prejudice? 
c. Have you, your friends, etc. had any difficulty with your name? 
Made fun of? Hard to spell or pronounce? Has your Italian 
name hindered or assisted you? Have you, your friends, etc. 
been called a "wop", "guinea", "dago", "foreigner"? 
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1) By whom 
2) What age 
3) Nature of it 
d. Are you ridiculed by non-Italians because of the way you speak, 
dress, look or because of your name --by people you 
associate with, or others? 
e. Can Italian-Americans he recognized by the way they talk 
English, by their physical appearance, etc? 
f. Have you ever felt that you were treated as an inferior or that 
you have been discriminated against because of your Italian 
nationality? By whom _? Describe incident. 
g. Have you been treated as superior because of your Italian 
background ? 
h. What experiences did foreign-born Italians have with Irish 
neighbors? How much hatred remains between the two? What 
attitude do you, your family, or Italian friends have toward the 
Irish? 
2) Do the Yankees show more prejudice than the Irish? 
i. Do you think Americans {non-Italians, Irish, etc.) look down 
on Italians and Italian-Americans? Why? 
j. How do you feel about the newly arrived Italians? Why are 
they called "greasers"? Do you or your friends refer to them 
as "greasers"? Why? 
k. How do you feel about the "Corner" boys, about the gambling, 
swearing, fighting, Zobt suits, obscene gestures, hyper-aggres-
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sive behavior, loud voices, back-slapping usually associated 
with some of the corner boys? 
1. Did you continue to experience unjust or discriminatory treat-
ment as you grew older? Today? 
II. Emotional Reaction to this Discriminative Treatment 
a. Did you feel anger, resentment, hate, humiliation, shame, 
inferior, proud, etc.? 
b. How did you feel about it? 
c. What did you do? 
l) Change you name 
2) Fight 
3) Avoid conflict 
4) Associate with more Italians, less 
d. Has this type oi experience made things more difficult for you? 
How? 
e. How seriously do you feel yourself to be disadvantaged? 
£. How has the discriminatory experience effected you, your 
judgments, your interests, your philosophy of life? How has 
it shaped your attitude toward America, toward other minority 
groups? 
III. Questions of Ethnic Identity -- Who am I, Italian or American? 
a. How do you feel about being Italian? Proud? Ashamed? 
Indifferent? Should Italians vote as Americans or as Italians? 
In what ways do you feel yourself to be different from your 
parents or other first generation Italians? Why? Do you feel 
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Italians are ignorant in some things? Bad? Inferior? i.e., 
gangsters and bo:Qkie s in the North End? 
b. Do you regard yourself as being Italian or American or Italian-
American? Why? Are you closer to Americans or Italians? 
Did you feel ashamed you were Italian when you were younger? 
c. Do you feel you look Italian? American? When you are asked 
what nationality you are what do you say? 
d. Of what nationality are most of your friends? Your best friend? 
Do you identify with Italians or Americans? Would you be 
better off with Americans? 
e. Have you been mistaken for some other nationality? How do 
you feel about this? 
f. Do you belong to any nationality organization? What is your 
personal opinion of them? 
1) Yes-- What do you do? 
2) No -- Why don't you? Not Americanized enough? 
3) Do your parents belong? Do they encourage you to be-
long? Do they see other people besides Italians? 
g. What activities at nationality organizations would you want? 
Sports? Dancing? etc. Would you help in the planning and 
assume responsibility? 
h. What in the Italian culture of way of life do you like? What 
don't you like? How much do you want to retain? Food --
Italian or American Customs? Would you "stick up" for 
Italians as a people in an argument? 
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i. Do you or your parents listen to Italian programs on the radio? 
Read Italian newspapers? Go to Italian affairs? Go to picnics, 
etc? 
j. Do you find things in the American way of life that appeal to 
you? 
IV. Relationship with Parents 
A • . Differences in attitudes and outlook-- "Old" and "New " Ways" 
I) Are your parents' ideas different from yours? In what way? 
Do you like to live like your parents do? 
2) Is there a difference between "old" (parents' country) and 
"new" (American) ways? What is the difference? How much 
independence do they allow you? Do they insist too much 
on old country ways? Do you con·sider them or other Italian 
parents as narrow minded? Would you bring up your family 
the same way as your parents brought you up? 
3) Do they understand you (American ways). Misunderstand you., 
over what issues? 
4} Are you ashamed of the "foreign-ness" of your parents, their 
broken English, the way they talk and express themselves, 
gestures, use of the hands, facial expressions? Do your 
folks tell you to be proud of yo_ur nationality? 
B. Residence -- Do you wish your home and parents were more 
like those of ,the older American families? 
1 ) Kind of home ? 
2) Residence? -- Where would you like to live? Do you look 
upon the North End as your permanent home? 
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a. Would you rather live in a neighborhood where there are 
mostly Italians? 
1) Few? 
2) None? 
3) Indifferent? 
b. Would you like opportunity to meet more people of other 
nationalities? (with hope of marrying them) -- and for 
social and economic reasons? 
c. Have you ever heard of anyone criticize or ridicule the 
North End? Criticize you for living there? How do you 
feel about livj.ng there? Proud, ashamed, indifferent? 
Do you feel restricted living there? disadvantaged? 
How do you feel towards the gamblers? Do they help 
with money? What is the attitude of people in the North 
End toward them? 
C. Dating and Marriage 
1) Are your parents sympathetic to your dating a non-Italian boy/ 
girl? . 
2) Do they encourage, discourage it? What are their ideas on 
morality? i.e., petting, staying out certain hours, smoking, 
dating, drinking? Are the boys given more freedom than the 
girls? 
3) Do you bring your date into the home? How do your parents 
feel? Do they want to, or have they tried to arrange dates, or 
marriage for you? Would they prefer or insist that you 
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mar! Y an Italian? Do you have any arguments· over this? Do 
your parents tell you it is "safer" to marry with your "own 
kind"? 
4) Would you prefer or are you planning to marry an American 
or an Italian 1? 
5) Would you marry a person of your own religion or outside 
your own? 
6) What are the reasons for your marrifl;ge preference? 
7) Do you have any doubt of conflict over this in your own mind? 
a. Have you ever been told by your parents that if you 
married a non-Italian and got into a fight you would be 
called a "wop", "guinea", etc? i.e. assigned to a low 
status as an Italian by one' s wife ? 
b. Do you know of any other Italians, families, etc. that 
hold this attitude? 
8) Where do your ideals about marriage derive from? 
D. Language 
a. Do you speak English at home or your parents' native tongue? 
Do they insist upon your learning it? 
b. Can you talk with them about your problems? Can you be 
understood? How do you feel about it? 
E. Work and Education 
a. Do you have to turn all your money in the home? Is this more 
true with girls? boys? 
b. Are boys favored in the house? Are they given more privileges 
of higher education? Coming in later, keeping their own money? 
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c. Do your parents encourage your de sire for education? Do 
they stand in the way? How important is a college education 
for you? What does it mean? -- social aqd economic advance- · 
ment? 
d. Have you felt embarrassed over the type of work that your father 
has? Does he encourage you to get a simila;r job? 
F. Church 
a. Do you attend church? What denomination? Is it important 
for you? Why? 
V. Problem Areas 
a. How have you attempted to handle these problems we have been 
discus sing? 
b. How successful do you feel you have been? 
c •. Have you solved them to your satisfaction? 
d. Do you want to get a better education or a better job? Why? 
e. What problems are posed 1n mixed marriage? What is your 
attitude toward it? How do other Italians feel about it? 
f. What problems are posed in racial/ethnic discrimination? What 
do you feel can or should be done about these problems? Are 
their differences between Italian and American culture that 
make it difficult for an Italian-American to adjust? 
VI. Sociai Work and Settlements 
A. How settlements can help? Are you interested in elocution courses 
to improve your diction and speech? Public speaking, lectures on , 
etiquette_ and eating habits? 
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a. In what ways can the settlement house or social workers 
help you or other Italian-Americans with similar problems? 
1) Interpret to parents? 
2) Marriage counselling? 
3) Discussion of problems for clarification, etc.? 
b. Would you like to see more of your nationality programs in the 
house? Would other Italians your age in the neighborhood like 
it? Would you like lectures or discussion to help you become 
aware of the cultural heritage of your parents' background, 
lectures telling the story of Italian contribution to American 
life? Would you like to have mixed programs and activities? 
i.e., other nationality groups and their activities -- incili<:at• 
ing that American is made up of all types. 
c. Would you help and assume responsibility in the planning of 
them? 
d. Would you prefer "Americanized" programs? 
e. What can be done in general to help second generation Italian-
Americans in their problems of adjustments? 
B. What the settlement undertook to do for them 
a. In which ways do you think the settlement has helped you? 
b. What might have the settlement done? What has the settlement 
done? 
c. Does anything go on in the settlement related to your back-
ground? 
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